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topic i# tb# nervous control of the sys movsnsnts smdc by 
s vsTtioslly stsdpod lOsok scd #*its dfUC is 
rotated horisontally srouod tbs animal# Thss# ays movomsnts ars 
oallsd optdcinstic oystagmus and ars obarastsrissd by a alow phase 
during ehieh the eye moves in the sons direction as the striped 
drum» followed by a r«q>id phase dien the aye returns to its original 
position#
The onatogy of the ayestalk assembly and the innorvatiom cf 
the ten wym muscles and the five types of outioular receptors om 
the ayectq) and eyestalk» are described in so far as thay ars 
relevant.
The (^tokinetio responses of both normal and unilaterally 
blinded crabs ars measured during relative environsisntal speeds 
of movamaot which range from to 10.0Vsec» and the
effect ef apparent anvirommental movement induced by fercing tbs 
eye in diffemot horisontal directions is reported. The eyes are 
found to be romarkably sensitive to very slow movements#
The nerveus control of the cya movements» and the interactiom 
betweam the reflam retrectiom of the aye and tkm optokinetic 
responses» is investigated elsotrophysiologioally by recording 
from the optio tract and eoulomotor nerve with stainless steel 
micro-electrodes.
A new finding of general interest is that the eye movements 
are oontrolled without reférenoc to prepriooeptive feedback 
mechanisms.
jBimopucxiog#
tyê movement# of fiitaJmii imduoed by opüoal stimuli hsve been 
used as a tool in this investigation» but ^  main interest is in 
overall nervous oootrel of eye mevement# It is therefore neoessamy 
to revise the literature over a eider field and to tehm into aooeont 
eye movements induoed by othsr means and also the visual peroeptlon 
of movement. The previous work is rovieeed under the foUoming hsadm 
ingsi
1. Gompensatosy eye movements ef the stalh-eyed Grustaoea.
2. investigations in ehieh the optomotor response has been used to 
study the visual peroeption of movement and the properties of the 
pho toreoeptors .
3. neotrophysiologioal studies.
4. Anatomioal aeoeunts.
5# Optokinstio nystagmus.
m w w t r T T  m  ffPTiwnti nf
Three different types of ooapensatovy aye movements im 
Caroinbs are dssoribed by Bethe (1897). Tbs first are the movemscts 
ahi<di sen be induoed hy turning the animal about a transverse or 
longltudiittl horisontal amis. A s  animale respond in these oonditions 
by moving their ayes in the opposite direotion to the forced movement» 
se tending to keep the eyes in a constant position relative to A c  
envireomsnt. .
This typm of ooepenaetoiy #y# mofimoint was first notlsod by Kksidl
(1893) in  BSiaMfcena tgr Clask (l8g6) im
(th* fiMJuar om1>) and yiatarea>l<.Ma ocmllmtw (the U à f  or*).
Tbs SSOOO& typ# of oogpo&satocy sy# movsmsnt dsssribsd by 
Bstbs ooours «ten Caroimia Is plaoad on a temtaMe and rotatsd 
About a vsrtioal axis. A# in tbs first typo of oosps»#oto%y nsvs» 
nuat» tbs oyss nova slosdy in tbo opposite direetloa to tbs isposed 
rotation (tbo slon phaae)» tending to rsnain stationary with tbo 
envircmnsnt. Zf the rotation of the tu%ntad>l# and animal ocmtinuss 
the eyes flick quiokly in the direotion of tte img>osed mevemnat 
(As fast phase)» before beginniag anothsr slow traverse in the 
opposite direotion. lyon (1900) contra dark (1896) found fdl 
ompensatory movemants for rotation about a vertical sads in 
«ad jatiaaaâstiah» ** rof«*«d to hgr Batte «md I g w
as "systagwus" but since then this term has coos to nssn both the 
slow and fast ptese ef the response (von Buddsnbrooh and Friedrich 
1933| Kunse 1963| Alpem 1962)*
Bsthe*s third type of oowpensatosy eye novunsnt can be induoed 
by neehanlcally stimulating a erab on its left side» so fnaking it 
wove# Defers moving» say to the right» the aninal looks quiokiy 
to its ri|^ and then noves in this direction» after #&iW% the eyes 
swing back and fortdi while it walks along* these eye snvemsnts do 
not have a slow end fast phase#
f&g%nr# 1. Dorsal view of tli# brain of Carcimis mmmws (aftsr Schtfna» 1961} tha broken lines indicate the lesions s&ade by Beths which are as follows# 3# cutting through neck connectives (c)| 4# destruction of the globuli (g)| 3* separste medial lesions of the brain from anterior to the centre and from posterior to the centre# 6# destruction of one or both sides of the cellulae superior msdiales (cap)# 10, section of the optic tract (op)# 11, section of the oculomotor nerve (oc)#The anteimular nerve (a), tegunentary nerve (t), and anteimary nerve (an) were not cut through by Beths* The res<dkte of these experiments are shown in Table 1 under the setae maaerical references*
The three types of oo^pcmsatoiy eye movements are hindered 
in different eeys Igr eurgloaX transeetiom of the op tie treet# 
ooulomoter nerve, end oiroumoesophsgeeX ooDceotives, end else hgr 
brein lesions (fignre 1 ), Minding^ end raaovel of the stetocQrets 
(Beths 1097 e end h)# The surgieel eeper±nents were made ty Bethe 
after he had gained e deer pioture from his previous osrefd 
snetcoioel studies of the nervous pathseys involved (Bethe 1895b)# 
The results of hie experiment# mhid ere relevant to the oonpeom 
setoxy eye movements ere summarised in Table 1#
The vurioue opérations mhioh prevented the eye movements caused 
by passive rotation about both the vertical m d  horisontal exes led 
Bethe to ocmolude that the eyes, statoayate and vieeeml genglia ere 
importent for the preduotion of these movements# Of these three he 
regarded the statocysts as being the least important because rmnovsl 
of the globuli (figure 1 ), ehieh he supposed from anatcmiosl studies 
to be the integration contre for the statooysts did not impair the 
eye movements at all# At the time of Bethêe investi^tion a œm» 
troverey existed as to whether the etatoojats^ of the dsoaqpods^or 
otocysts as they were then called, sere purely hearing organs 
(Hensen l86j), hearing and static organs (Delage 1887# and Bethe 
1899a)# or just static organs (iCreidl 1893# Clark 189&# end Prentiss 
1901)# Two types of sensory hairs had been found in the statooysts 
ef SdlSlfiBil 3cng feather hairs and short book hairs#
aepsen (1863) ### of the opinion that the long feather hair# in the 
atatoojeta were undoubtedly for hearing and nothing alee# A 
etatelith was not found in Ceroimm until 1996 (Dijkgraaf 1956s) and 
its apparent absenoe nay have led some of the earlier workers to the 
oonolusion that the organ was for auditory rathmr than statio purposes#
M M  1
S E U ,t#« hlmWmn both
»# rsmovs oneb# reoeve both
flta gpfftMüaa.»a# out OPS b« out both
d o b U jli:  a# rsmsva om#b# ramov# both
a# slit ant# to mid# b# slit post# to mid#
I iWiii iWfl* a# rsmovs an»b# xamovs both
a n *  m4.*0(A a g a a ^ C m »a# oladcsn both and out both
BTtia# ' blaaton both and rsaovs both
Statio obnpansatosy sys movomsnts
sashmnsd
s a a k M s d  greatly meakmnsd
aaym# ohanged gbsnged
ne effbotas effeot
abolished hardly ohanged
abolishedabolished
abolished
hovoamnts oaueed by BSys movements passive rotation during eel king about a vertical axis
seekemed
weakened
greatly «eak«asd
gym# ohanged weakened
no effeot no effect
abolished no effeot
t?
abolished
mo effect
no effect no effeot
earn* ohsngsd abolished
no effect no effeot
ne effeot no effeot
no effeot no effeot
abolished
abolished abolished no effeot
10#
11#
infl itetMTEU'a# out both end removeboth abolisbed
ffgttt Irait*a# cut wuFou^ weaken
gartflwlw «PB.» a# out thread
1 2 .
abolished except for rot# aü^ out heris# trens#axie
flatiaJaaatjaâ9 a a g f w ^ , » m »a# out throu^ botii obolishod
abolished 
no effeot
abolished
abolished 
no effect
abolished
abolished abolished
The ey# mevement# during meXking ere prebeMy oit ventrel origin 
beoemee A t X  ere Xeee eosoeptibXe to the removal of the eeneoty 
input from the eyme and from the etatoqyete# The eye movemente are 
alee abdiWwd «hen the oeeophageol oemneotivee are out# Cuttimg 
through one oeegphageal oomneotive preduoee a eymmeitrioal irtiange in 
the eye movemente and thie e%%gveta a oertain amount of neural 
integration in the brain iteelf. However the brain Xeeiem experiment# 
haee ne effeot (Thble i, he# 5a and b) eheving that althou|ji neural 
integration tehee place whom erne nook conneotive ie o#, if both 
oonneetivea are intact integration in the brain ie not neeeseaiy fer 
the preduotion ef eymmetrioal eye movements of this type# These eye 
movements are clearly to be linked in some wey with looometion#
Cutting through the oculomotor nerve was reported (Bethe I897a) 
to abolish the fast retraetiem reflex but reowKt experiments have 
produced different results (Sandmmem 196ba)« Cutting the oeulemotor 
nerves does# hemever# prevent all ooegmnsetesy eye movements except 
the rotation of the eyes and eyestslks about a transverse horlsemtal 
axis whi<di is predueed ty extraooular muscles, net innervated ty the 
oeulemotor nerve#
Cutting through the optic tract has little effect on the 
oonpensatoiy eye reflexes (Bethe 1897a) and this has been ccnfixmed# 
However Bethe reports all eye reflemes to cease after wtting through 
both the optio tract and the oculomotor nerve# This does not agree 
with his finding that when the oculomotor is out the eyes still respcnd
to displftoo— Pt about a traaavaraa hortaontal axla and cutting thxxHigh 
the cptio tract aXonc doc# act prevent it#
The conolueiooe which Bethe drew from the eurgioal interference 
with the optic tract and the oculomotor nerve were that the optio 
tract contained both eeneosy and motor nervee and that the eoulomotor 
nerve wee purely motor# llectroplgreiological recordinge however, 
ehow the oculomotor nerve to oontain both eenaoxy end motor amome#
Alec surgioal experiment# alone can be mi eXeading a# it ie impommihle 
to judge whether the résultant behaviour of the dMmrvated pertiom 
of the animal is due to the removal of exaitatosy and inhibitory 
commands or ehether it is due to the removal of impartent afferent 
aigpals necesaaxy for the accurate control of the lypendage#
Electrical stimulation of the optic tract and oculomotor nerve 
(Bethe 1097a) oMised the eye te move up and down and bacdc and forth 
reepcetively, and Bethe oomoluded oorrootly that there were motor» 
fibres in the <%>tie nerve# One can however gain no more from this 
typo of experiment because apart from the confused picture which will 
be obtained by simultaneously stimulating antagonistic muscles, the 
muscle blocks controlling the movements the eyes are probably each 
innervated by fast, slew^ and inhibitor amena# Coincident stimulation 
of all these is of little value in determining the neuromuscular 
mechanisms involved#
io
Th# eye# end •ntemiulee ot Sm s ABMÊ2 retract if certain
cleariy defined areas of the carapace ere mhanlcally stimulated ami 
this mes alee dssoribed ty Bethe in his cjctensite mork# These areas 
cf the carepaoe are innervated by the tegumentary nerve and are bounded 
posteriorly by by the cervical groove# Stimulation of the one side 
of the anterior portion of the carepace with a brush produoes the 
retrectiom of the eye of that side emd both antennulee# Stronger 
meohnioal stimulation oauees the reflex te spread to the ocntralateral 
eye and to the ipsilaterel antenna but never invelves the comtrelmteral 
antenna# heohanieal stimulation of the eyes themselves preduoes 
retraction of the eye and the ipsilaterel antenmule but not of the 
anteamee or contralateral anteanuls# These findings of Bethe have been 
confirmed in this investigatisn#
Flashing a bright light into the eye can elicit a re traction of 
the eyes and both antsimulea# Zf the li^t is moved to one side, only 
the eye and antennuls of that siée retract# A dark object introduoed 
into the visual field does not prodmoe sudh a remarkable effect and 
a small dark object has to be moved vigourously in order to have say 
effeot at all# The antsnnulea are themsslvea net eensitive to photic 
stimulation#
The vithdraeal of the eyeetalks in some crabs results in a 
disorientation of the cmoatidia with relation te the envirememmt and 
this has led liersma and Bueh (1965) te postulate a need for a central 
adjustment of the visual input during retraction# ho further infone» 
ation is available on this topic#
it
Bethe observed s number ef other reflex setlvities of SâUSÙSBÊÊL 
but none of these involve eye movements.
The production of optomotor movements by roteting a vertically 
striped blaefc and white drum horisontally around a stationary animal 
was first used by Badl (vomBuddeabrook 1%2) on insects# The animals 
mere fommd to turn either with or against the movement of the drum# 
Demoll (1909) used thie method in his survey of the orientation 
ahilitiea of SSBiUdJBSilift reported the slow and fast phases of 
optokinetio Systagmus#
gggUlgL ehows oompeneatoxy eye movements when displaced about 
the horisontal ndLs Imt the control of these eye movements has not 
been investigated# The main interest has been centred on the ability 
of the animals to orientate themselves with respect to gravity, for 
gglgjllg, unliioe the decapodi^ do not appear to have static sense crgans# 
It has been suggested that vesimlar structures on the carapace could 
serve this purpose (Schiff 1965) but this stateamnt is not borne «%t 
by eagmrimental or anatomical evidence# Demoll showed ^ lat the 
animals take an an unusual stamoe if the eyes ore blinded er removed 
and althou^ he could find no trace of a static sense organ he was 
of the impression that one existed# Be definite and satisfactory 
answer has been suM^lied as to shat extent the eyes are involved in 
the erientatien cf this animal#
1 2
Xt has bean auggeeted that (von Buddeobroek 1914) that they orientate 
by m y  of a general aearenee# of their position relative to gravity 
throu#i& oontaet of the limbs with the ground and also by the relative 
position the long and pmdulous abdomen#
The eyes of are thought to provide the animal with
stereoaoopie vision (iohalXer 1953) whieh aids the animal in the oapture 
of its food# When prey is sighted the eyes both sesieee a distinotive 
attentive posture and fixate on the prey until the oapturi%% strike
dis make with the pair of raptorial thoreoio appendages# The nervous 
control of these eye movements has not been investigated but it has 
been suggested by the author (Sandenan ^96kb) that the importsnoe of 
the eyes in the aoourate eontrol of the oapture strike has been over» 
emphasised# It is said that is able to strike less aoourately
if unilaterally blinded (Sohallsr 1953) but the etrike ie never made 
before the leng antenamles have been extended towards# and gently 
touched the prey# This tactile link with the prey before striking 
wmy be of twofold ispertsDoe to the animal# first to establish the 
aooeptabilily the prey and secondly to gauge mere accurately the 
relation of SShJyUHL ^  lie prey# whioh can only be done through the 
proprieoeptor mechanisms ef the antenmules because of the apparent 
absence of such meoheniome in the eyes (Samdemsn 196bb)#
Furttier evidence cf the non»impertmeee of eye prqprlooeptors 
in crustacean eyes has been suggested by an experiment of Sohflhe (1952)#
1 3
Xnoreaeed Hlimdiiatioi» on one side of o abrimp causoo the otaJIcod 
oyoo to ookpoBooto by tilting towardo tho light so that tho noxmally 
doraal-faoimg oamatidia are noaraat tha groatoat light aooroo#
Siadlarly tho blinded eye of a unilaterally blinded ehriJ9  will change 
it# peeition relative to the oarapaco if the eeeing eye i# supplied 
with the appropriate photic stimulus, even if the seeing eye is fined 
in an aboormal position relative to the oarapaco# Sohdne*# experi­
ments were ococemed with the orientation of the animal and net the 
control of the eye movements, but his results show that proprioceptive 
mechanisms, idiioh monitor the positiw of ^le eye relative to the body# 
are unheeded in this animal#
The pointing er "eigmel reflex** of hermit crabs and shrimps also 
shows the same indepwdenoe of forced eye displaoement# In these 
animals one or both eyes can bo tied up into unnatiirel positions so 
that the normal ventrsl-faeing oamstidla faoe forwards# dhen am object 
is new presented, the antennae om the contorted side, WdLeh no%$ally 
point directly at objects brought into the visual field, new point 
downwards, to the region from which the ommatidia nearest the object 
would normally receive visual stimulation, and ignore possible prop- 
rieoeptlve infosmaticm flraoi the changed position of the eyes#
A new interest in the optomotor mevements of insects and eye 
movements of the deoiqpods was in%>ired by the work of von Heist and 
mttelstaedt (l%0), and their formulation of the "re-affbrenoe 
prinoipeà**#
1 4
This vas an attempt to provide an explanation for the ability of 
of animals to distlii^ uish between apparent environment movement 
induoed by the movement of themselves, and actual movement of the 
environment# An example of this abi ity is provided by the following 
experiment: A fly is placed in the centre of a striped drum and 
passively rotated within the stationary drum or alternatively the 
drum is rotated around it; the insect responds to the relative move­
ment of the stri£>es by turning itself in the same direction, so tend­
ing to reduce the relative movement of tlie stripes# If this is all, one 
may ask how the fly ever turns normally, for any movement whioh it makes 
will immediately tend to produce an apparent environmental movement in 
the opposite direction# The only previous interpretaticsi suggested 
that the optomotor response was inhibited in actively turning animals# 
However Mittelstaedt (1949) showed that a fly with its head turned 
through 180 degrees and fixed in this position will continue to turn 
in one direction or another once started, and there is no evidenoe of 
the inhibition of the optomotor response induoed by the animals own
omovements# Visual inversion experiments with fish (Bpeny 1936) have 
produced the same results#
The re-afference pririoipéà. supposes the existence of a central 
mechanism whioh anticipates the visual change ensuing when the animal 
initiates its own movement# The hypothesis kqpposes that this 
"anticipated" visual change or "efferent copy", neutralises the 
resultant " re-afferenee" visual information induoed by the turning and 
the animal perceives a stationary environment#
IS
If the re-fiLfferenoe is not exactly neutraliacd, an additional cozYCot- 
ing afferent order is emitted# The re-afferei t prii^ oiple has been 
applied in moat o&eea to the optomotor reaction but ie particularly 
relevant to eye movements# There ie eo far no electrojg^eiologloal 
or anatoodoal evidence of a neural mechaniam of the kind propoeed 
by the re-afference principal#
The validity of the ro-afferenoe principe wbm questioned by 
Tcm Buddenbroca and Mollmr-kaoke (1933) in the light of their own 
eaq^eximnts with beetles, and also earlier eaq>erlsients on Caroinus by 
volter (1936) who had induced the crab to run# facing outwards# around 
the iziside of a round JLass dish surrounded by a stationary striped 
druB# The resulting eye movenente were the same as those which were 
induced by rotatizg; the drum axound a stationary animal# Also cinema- 
to^ praphy (von buddenbrock et al 1934) showed that when Carcinus actively 
turns about a vertical axis in normal contrasting surroundin. s the eyes 
perform coapensatsory movements in wAzicdz slow and fast prisses appear# 
These eye moveomnts were irregular in blinded animals or animals which 
turned in surroundin g with no visual contrast# and the eye movements 
were therefore assessed to be optomotor resetions# This suggested that 
Caroinus induoed c^ jtccaotor eye reacticms by its own movsmmzta#
In answw to these oriticimms Dijkgraaf (1933) suggested that in 
bolteiw eaqwiment the oye movements were caused by the "passive 
rotatory" movement isposed %K>on the animal i hms it was made to run 
around the inside of the round glass dish# Dijkgraaf (1933 and 1936b) 
also applied oinematOfgre^ h^io techniques to actively turning decapods
l b
and ahoneà that al thou# the eye movemente of aotivel/ turning 
Caroinue are impeded by blinding the anijeal#, they are not ohanged 
a# von Buddenbrook and his co-wcarKere eug eat# In Palinurue# blind­
ing the animale makes no difference to the eye movemente# He euggeeta 
that these movements are not o^  tomotorlo reactions and ea^ plains the 
aiicmaXous results of von Buddenbrook to be due to the esqjerimentsl 
animals being eithcar dsi3a#d or upset# Similarly he dismisses all 
other cases where optopotor effects are apparently produoad by the 
animals' own movements as being artefacts and produots of the abnomsl 
experimental oouditions#
The compensatory eye movements were then subjected to a thorough 
investigation by Dijkgrsaf (1936b) who compared his oonclimiona wi^ 
those of Bethe# Eye movements induced whmn he turned the animal about 
horisontal axes aiyee with those reported by Bethe# but he reaches a 
different conclusion on the iuportance of the statocysts in the pro­
duction of the eye movements which occur during the passive rotation 
about the vertical axis# Passive rotation of the blind sétmals produoes 
eye movements (D1 jk^ ppuof 1936b) but not after the statocysts have been 
removed# The statoqysts are therefore regarded by k&im to be the most 
is^ portant factor in tho production of the ooe^ e^naatoxy eye movements#
In other expwiments (Pljkgrsaf 19 6a) he showed that the long "feather" 
hairs in the statocyst ore sensitive to angular acceleration and are 
responsible for the eensoxy input which elicits the eye movewmnts#
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/iooorûixm to orrwoou# mtAUmmt that tb# atatoq#*
».*« «ero not im prodwetioR the ejro m o n m m t** oouXd
cal/ h&ve beeo mad# hlm oot iüve#tig&tij% the refleam of hlindbed 
crabe »hloh «ere etiJU. ^ceaeesicm of their etetocyete. this le 
isàtru» me Bethe oXeorljr etatoe that taiismlm ehioh are only blinded 
but etül poeeee* etaWeg^t# behave ncemelly cm the turntable» Bethe* • 
inoorreot CMmolueieu et## £rcm hie relying oc the experiment in idiich 
he removed the gXcbuU end foueâ no chaoj&e in the ow^peneatory ability 
of the eyee#
The eye cmvenei^ tn of the orabe during eelkin&# reported by Both#, 
appear at flret eigfit to be the see# ae thoee ooourring in actively 
turning orabe dMoribed by & m  Buddenbrook and Holler Baoke (1953)* 
however Bethe deecribeo the movemente ae a **Mringing* Of the eyee and 
etatea that there le no ole# and fa&t phaaee* Aleo he did not obearve 
theee moveamnta to oocqr only dwing the active rotation of the anieeJL 
about a vertical axle» Bl;Agpaaf reporte (1956b) that he hae obwrved 
both Vpea of eovaeamli the elov and faet phaaio aye movement during 
active turning# and Ü #  eeinging movementa of the eyee during eaUdLng#
Be remarke tÈmt both cwcertffflly initiated and do not depend on 
«xtarnal #«m#ory iapat tor tta«ir produotioB as do tho other oespeeeetory 
aoveemhi, even tik>«^ are lOl^tljr isyelred hr hlAiirting. "Ae 
funot&oMa aigniticaam of. these «ore ncnresiants rem ims ohaoure and 
will he ocs4a.dereii further in the dlsousidoa»
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SeotioB U
Inv— tiaatione in vhlch the optORiOtor remxmae ha» been need 
ee e tool to etugjy the TieueX oeroeption of movement and the 
woportim of the ptoy^acoeptof»
OptoidLnetlo of Cerciime eae weed to test their vieuel
peroaption of colour (Schlieper 1927} but he fbtnd thet they did not 
react to » rotating pattern of alternating grey and ooXoured etripea#
Thie work eaa repeatod by von Wddehbrook and Friedricèi (1933) lAo 
ueed coloured etripes of equal relative brlghtnes» and found that 
Caroinue oould dletinguiah between yellow and blue# In the eame wagr 
SohlegteKdal (193W fotead Crouton oranaom and Palaeawn eouilla to be 
epcoifioally colour serudtive#
The visual acuity of a number of animale was tested by using the 
optometer method (Heoht and Wolf 1929; Ue^t and %al# 1934; Clark 1935) 
and the resolving power of the compound eyee of the bee and beetle 
Chloroi>hanus #0# found to oorrei^ xxid with the smallest interommatidial 
angle (Basaenstein 1951 and Tar^ 1959). It ess oonoluded from this 
(Reinhardt 1962) that the effective fields of vision of the ommatidia 
do not overlap# but other reasons oould lead to the same result# Mow* 
ever it has been shown that the light from a point source is abscurbed 
by many rhabdomes in the coqpound eye of the bee (de Vries wyublilifced) # 
Roiohardt (1962) regards these finding to be in ooriflict and suggests 
that the solution may lie in lateral neural inhibition of the same type 
which is fowd in the eye of limulus (Martline# Wa^ pier and Ratliffe 1956).
Lateral nervous oooneotioos In oompoii&d syem of Muaoa have been 
deserlbed (Xeyw 1991) W t  this work Is inoonolusive and no pathway 
for lateral lidilbition has beenlbund in the eyes of inseots# although 
there are mauy paths available in the optlo lobes# These oonelusiens 
are relevant to the coüisiâeratlon of movement pero^tlcn#
The analysis of moveiasnt peroeption by the ooepomd «ye ess 
studied by Hassenstein (1951) %d»o used an Ingenious Y-mase globe to 
test the optomotor reactims of the beetle ChXorophanus» The beetle 
ess suspended by its thorax and allowed to hold the Y^mure globe in its 
feet# In response to suitable stimulation the insect "walked** aroend 
the Y«aase globe so %%Posenting itself every few paces witiü a choice of 
"turning" either to the left or ri^t# Single ad^mcent ommatidia were 
stimulated by using an optoootor arrangement of three oonoentric drums# 
and the optomotor response was measured by noting which way the suspend­
ed beetle turned the Y«msse globe#
The most elementeiy stimulus needed to produce an optomotor reeponee 
is the auooessive stimulation of two adjacent# or subad^aoent ommatidia# 
Successive stimulation of ommatidia further apart that this produoes no 
qptomotor response# The optorrotor reaction is therefore produced by the 
phyeidogical interaction of the aftereffect of one caenstidim with the 
effect on the other# lltemating stimuli gave an opposite or negative 
optomotor effect# Fitm these results Reiohardt (1962) was able to 
produce a mathenatiosl model of the nervous int#%%atioo meonaniems of 
the beetle eye# fhSjQ model suooessfuUy predicted the results of a 
number different optomotor stimuli which were applied to the insect#
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The perception of movement by f2ying bees was investigated by 
measuring the torque esssrted by the suspended flying inseot around 
the vertical axis# while cptomotor stimuli of different intensities 
were applied (Xunse 1961} • Pmni and Beicfaardt (1963) used the same 
technique to study the properties of the photcxeoeptor meohaniams witi^i 
refereooe to the a£sozt^ tion of li^t quanta by the eyes of Kusoa.
In all the above oaoes the insect* s head and ayes were artificially 
fixed in relation to the body during the eaqperiisenta so that tho 
optomotor response tms not conplicated by optokinetic lystagnus#
studies
electrical respcxieco in the central nervous lystom of the 
arthropods# corresponding to photic stimulation of the CGspound eyes# 
have been known sinoe tbs woxk of fiartline and draham (1932) # but 
eleotiloal responses related to the visual perception of movements 
were not noticed until Burtt and Cattcn (1954) recorded these from 
the ventral cord of the Icoust. Later the same type of response was 
recorded from single nerve units ly amans of microeleotrodes placed 
in the looust optic lobes (Burtt and Catton 1956) | " ^ loctrpphysio* 
logical msthods show the ayes of insects to be ssnsitlve to smaller 
movemmmts of the visual field than had bem previcmsly reported by 
investigators uaing bcdiavicural techniques. It has been suggested 
(Burtt and Catton 1959%that the thrsshhdda of visual acuity obtained 
by the previous workmrs were the thresholds for the idide behavioural 
response and not aeoeasaxdly for the visual apparatus.
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Also the compound eye of the locust Is more sensitive to a 
taovixig point source of light then to a pattern of stripes#
Recordings of single nerve units in the "optic nerve" of 
Podopt^ thatous vigil showed the presence of a number of visual and 
nofwvisual responses (Wiersma# Waterman and Bush 1961}# The visual 
units respond to a variety of moving and still optic stimuli and are 
classified by their response to (i) wide or small visual fields (ii) 
types of visual stimulus eliciting maximal respoime# and (iii) the 
amount of contrast necessary for maximal s ttaulation#
Nerve fibres carrying information to the eye can respond alee to 
visual stimulation of the other eye and to stimulation of hairs and 
Joints of the body# from this information Wiersma and co*workars 
make the point that not only are the optic lobes an important portion 
of the central nervous system# but# because the animal still reacts 
nomally to noswvisual stimuli without the eyes and optic lobes# parallel 
integration takes place in different parts of the central nervous system# 
A further investigation of the visual and oon#visual responses from 
the optic pedimele of various decapods (Waterman and Wiersma 1963) showed 
visual responses from (i) movement sensitive fibres which respond to a 
moving object bvtt not to flashes of light# (ii) units which respond only 
to "on" or "off" photic stimuli# and (iii) "sustaining" units idiich fire 
continuously during a maintained photic stimulus# Evidence is provided 
for the ability of some of the sustaining units to respond to stationary 
objects in their visual field;
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for example, if a white oard wa» placed in front of the eye which 
had been looking at a black environment, the sustaining unit fired 
continuously until t e card was removed, The possibility tha^ihe 
unit was responding to a greater amount of light reflected by the 
white card seems to have been overlooked. No figures oÇthe 
sensitivity of the movement neurones are available from these studies,
The responses from three non-visual ^pes of neurone were record­
ed from the optic peduncle and found to be efferent in nature (Waterman 
and Wiersma 1963)* Two^  types respond to the movement of th ^ e  during 
optokinetic nystagmus. Type 1 correspondingly increases its frequency 
of discharge with the progression of the slow phase of nystagmus and 
is completely inhibited during the fast phase. Type 2 firâîg only during 
the fast phase. Type 3 termed "efferent meohanoreceptor", responds to 
movements of the legs and may be involved in the control of afferent 
mechanisms in the eye,
/ive types of intemeuronw loathe oesf^egeal connectives.
Hive.senstlv&e to mechanical stimulation of the eye, had previously been 
described in the cray-fish Ëroosmbsrus olarkii. (wiersma 1958). Four 
of these respond to tactile stimulation of the eye and one to flexion 
of the eyestalk joint. The tactile types are sensitive to mechanical 
stimulation of the (i)^Aomolsteral conneal surface, (ii) the hairs on and 
around the eyestalk, (iii) the eyestalk hairs and the hairs on the 
flagellum of the homolateral ant ennuie and antenna, and (iv) the haira 
around the eyes, noie particularly to the r%ion between the rostrem 
and anterior carapace.
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The fifth Vpe rosporulad phftsioal2jr to the beokmurd flexion of the 
eye joint# whWi ia of j^ «&rü0ular interest in any consideration of the 
eyestalk movement becouoo it Immediately suggests the possibility of 
propriooeptive oontrol of the eyestalk. Hceever in thm#e ex^ c^riments 
the eye was not blinded end the investigations on Caroinos shoe that 
displacement of the eye can oause an apparent movement of the visual 
field and subsequent activity of visual movement neurones. A 
proprioo^tor which gives a maintained discharge to a maintained 
displacement of the eye has not been fowd.
Section IV 
Anatondoal aoooimts.
The anatcny of the nervous system of the Crustacea has been 
well investigated^ lAidoubtedly Bethe( 1095b and 1897a and b) has 
oontributed most to the knowledge of the central nervous system of 
Caroinup ty revealing with methylene blue vital staining techniques 
a number of different types of aotor«fèensoxy«»# and inteivneurones in 
the brain and ventral ganglia. Of the twenty different types of 
neurone id&ioh he found in the optic ferve# three had their cell bodies 
in the brain# and the remainder were presimed to have their cell bodies 
situated in the optic ganglion. One motor and one sensory neurone 
crossing fxom one optio ganglion to another are described. These fibres 
could aooount for the responses observed by Wiersma# Watezs&an and Bush 
(1961) but no doubt there are many othears.
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Tb# ooulomotcr nerve hae two lypee of motor aeurooee with oell 
bodies in tho oellulee ouperioree laterals# and in the oelluXee 
inferioree nedialee reepeotlvely. After lésions in these areas the 
eye movements did not aqppear#
The anatoeqr of the oentral nervous system of the Crustaoea has 
been extensively studied by Henstrom (1931# 1933# 1934n# 1934b# 1936# 
end 1948) and be else revieeed the previous eork in this field.
The inveetigatiom ef the peripherel innervation of the erustaoea 
has been relatively neglected and «here studies have been mais these 
are of insufficient detail (Heath 1941)# Ko detailed aooount of the 
head nerves of Caroinus has been produced and the nervous siq^ly to 
the eye muscles has been described only for the shrikp Penaeus (Yc%sag 
1*3*).
The musculature of the American blue crab SêÀ U ëSiSÙÈÈm described 
by Chohran in 1935 end is found to be similar to that of Caroinus.
The nuehere of axons contained in the optic tracts ef onyfish 
have been found to be considerable by the application of the techniques 
of electron microscopy (Kunneaaoher# Camougis# and MacAlear 1962)# and 
details of the sheath structure of single crab axons have been shoan 
in electron microscope studies (Horridge and Chapmen 1964)
Sitttoft T
A clear distinction beteeen the optomotor response and optokinetic 
nystagmus can be dram# In the former# elicited by the retaticn of a 
striped drum about the animal# the animal turns its «hole body either 
in# or opposite to# the direction of the moving drum; the movement is 
slow and continuous in the one direotism for a maintained stimulus#
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Qptoklnetio hystagoma# altbough alieltad by the eame etimuXue# is a 
reeponee mioh Involve# the eyee only# in animale with atalked eyee# 
or the ^ e  and the head only# in animale with the eyee foaed to the 
head. It is almgrs oharaoterised by a aloe movement of the mjmu or 
head in tho direotion of the moving drum foUeeed by a quiek fliok 
of the eyes or head hacdc to the original starting pwition# There 
has h e m  no previous eork on the oentral nervous oontrol of optokinetio 
nyeta^^eus in any imrartebrate.
Partial reduotion of the visual field prevents optokinetio 
nystagnus in dareinua due to the various eye areas being differentially 
sensitive to movement (von Buddenbrock end ffiedrloh 1933)« Optokinetic 
nystagmus is similarly provmted in but beeause of the visual
astigmatism of the oompound eye of horimontal reduotion of the
field of view is swre effective than vertical reduotion (Runs# 1963}# 
Differentiation in the sensitivity to movement of the different eyes 
areas has also been observed in eater beetles (Ludtfce 1936#
(Wolf 1942) and donlopsia (waterman and Barber 1955# uq^uhliWmd.)
Little else has been reported on the optokinetio xystagmue of 
arthropods although this behaviour is being investigated in the Looust 
(Thorsen unpublished).
Ih mammals the oontrol of optokinetio eystagnus has bema mere 
extensively investigated. Motor nerve iMpÛSm oorreaqxmding elth fast 
and sloe phases of the compensatory eye movements of oats# recorded 
by MsoIntyre(l939)# shoved the onset of the fast phase to be independent 
ef peripheral proprioceptive control mechanisms.
uThe preeeaoe of proprlooeptore in the eyee of memmele «me et first 
denied on behmvlourel evidenoe# they have einoe been denonetrated 
by hietoXogioaX technique## althou^b there ia no eatiefaotoiy 
explanation of their function#
Optokinetio ayetapn» in Caroinue ia probably never elicited 
during Ite normal life but faet and aloe eye movement# de occur 
naturally «hen the animal turn# iteelf about a vertical aria# the 
faet and elov phaeea of optokinetic nyetagmu# mimic this nntmrmh 
reeponee and can be more easily studied beoauee they are elicited 
by controllable visual stimuli# the stalked eyes of the crab provide 
a unique preparation for the study of optokinetio responses as the 
receptors are borne on the effhotor organ# the nervous pathmys are 
accessible# end additional feedback mechanisms oonoemed with the 
proprioceptive control of the locomotocy appendages# and involved in 
the optomotor responses of insects# are excluded#
m m m  m  p m m
Caroinus msenaa. the common shore crab# has been used in all 
the esqperimants# this animal is ideal for the studbr of optokinetio 
xystagmue because (i) the aniswl in its natural state spends long 
periods of time out of the eatery# (ii) the «üely sepemdted eyes 
have lemg eptio tracts and oculomotor nerves extending ires the brain# 
(iii) the shape of the animal and its hard oanqpaoe make it easier te 
mount within a drum# and (iv) the preparation requires no especial 
care as to saline# mgrgenation or ^K*ling and with the techniques 
described belev the activity of single nerve units can be observed for 
several days#
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Most of the e^erlDonts work me veil with the ealnel out of water am 
ia it. Aaimala of between 6 end 8 one. eoroaa the widest portion of 
the csrspaoe are used in the experiments but s number of animals had 
to be rejected because normal eye movements were prevented by the 
presence of small ecto-oommensal bivalve molluscs within the eye sockets.
Histologic si sections of the cutioular receptors of the eyecup 
have been prepared from crabs which l^e just moulted and in which 
the exoskeleton has not yet hardened. These specimens are preserved 
in a mixture of sea water and Bouin's fixative and after appropriate 
dehydrationj embedding# and sectioning are stained with Heidenhains 
Iron Haematoxlin.
The musculature of the eyecup and eyestalk can be best observed 
in specimens which have been fixed in sea water»Bouin* s and then trans­
ferred to 7Q^ alcohol. To facilitate dissection of the small hard 
eyecup it ia embedded in a wax dish and the outer exoskeleton carefully 
removed with a dental drill without damaging the endothelial tissue.
The dissection cf the piaiees after removal of the exoskeleton is 
carried out with fine forcepts.
To stain the axons in the eyestalk and in the eyecup^  regions# 
about ICC of solution of methylene blue diluted with sucrose 
solution (1m)# is injected into the eye. The sucrose prevents the 
oetlylene blue from crystallising out in the blood streanw One to 
three hours after the injection the animal is dissected and the 
appropriate regions exposed to allow oxidation of the leuoo dye. 
Alternatively# well dissected apeolraens are soaked in a very dilute 
solution of methylene blue (fO drops of 0. methylene blue In
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in lOOnos ef see enter). Tbm only fixntlve idiioh ean be ueed with 
net#yleme blue is s— onlun aelybdste# end me this is lAsmtisfmetotgr 
for thick shde Imounts# dlegrens of the nervous system have been 
nede Apom the freshly stained and unfixed preparations. The oe^plete 
innervation of the eye muscles can met be eoitod out fTom sry 
preparation and a ookplete picture has to be built up from a large 
number of dlesectiene. firmament preparations of small portlene of 
tissue S M  made pinning the specimen out in a earn dish and fining 
it far 12 hours in aamcnlum mdybdate# dehydrating^ end them clearing 
and mounting in xylene Dane#ar.
Thin sections (jf mu) of the optic tract and the ooulometer 
nerve are cut with a glass knife on an ultra-edcrotee» after fiadng 
portions ef the freshly dlsecoted nerve bundles in oenlt acid and then 
embedding them in araldite. These seotions are stained sdth Toluidine 
blue.
In mqperimente on the retraction reflen or the optokinetio 
responses# the crabs are held firmly in a screw olanp idiioh gripe them 
on either aide of the ean^aoe# dorsad to the bases of the lege ee 
that their movements are mot iepeded W t  at the same time the eanqiaoe# 
brain# and nerves of the head are stationary. Qptokinstio hyetagmus is 
elicited hy rotating a drum# with blaok and uhita vertloal stripes cm 
the inside around a glase tank filled with sea water in which the animal 
is suepw&ded. Stripes 3.5 one wide and at a distance of approximately 
15 om» from the crah*e eyee provide an adequate stimulus and are used 
throue^wut. A kyeograph provides an adjustable smooth drive. The 
stimuTus is monitored by small metal contacta placed on the drum Im
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ZlmiJL» Tiw experimental aet»up for the imveetigatiem ef eptefciBetio qyetagam#. The erhb (a) le firmly elexpeê te the edjuetable etaai (p) ami levered into a glaee dleh (g) aremmd ehioh a etriped drum (d) le rotated# The diah and the drum are both eupperted on a bearing (b) ehieh alleve the drum to be drivem reumd by the shaft (dr) ef the kymograph (h) without dieteehimg the dish. The slave unit ef the kjrdrmiOie eleotrode advemee (h) with its eleetrode (e) is atteehed by a spring clip (e) te a miaremanlpulater (e), end a eeeond mtaim■emminul star eopports the eye meve^ mast monitoring apparatus (si). The outputs from the amplifier unite for these (ae# ai) are bed into an eeoilleeeepe. The eentrel unit for the lydraulie advemee (ad) with ite mieremeter eorew (so) and three wgr tap (t) are oenmeeted to the slave unit by means of the flexible polythene pipe (f). Prior to eleotrieal reoording experim monta# enough sea water is run into the dish to sever the
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idia pcsitioB# ooinoQjig with th# strip### iWveasat of these oontaots 
over tee ssmll spring strips oomg^letes sn sleotrloeX oirouit %*ioh 
records the drum speed# Diffuee overhesd light illuminates the 
stripes and there is no vibration of the «yparatue# The esperismntal 
eet-mp is ehoen in figure 2#
In the surgioal and prelisdnaxy reoordimg eaq>erimeats the eptio 
and treat and the ooulomotor nerve are eaqpoeed by first remeving a 
portion of the dorsal oarapaee above ^*e breia and then diseeoting 
in the body oaviV tokiag oare met to damage either the gut or the 
main blood supply te the brain and eyes# However# this proeedurh is 
adequate only for short ten or preliminary experiaemts beoauee 
preparatioms emde in this vey soon deteriorate if not earefully per» 
fused# Even so# using this method# the initial recording experiments 
require an eleotrode which will record the two way flow of iepalees 
in short unout nerves in situ beneath the surface ef the sea water 
around the animal# Tb achieve this a silver wire of 50 mu diameter 
is fused at the tip forming a small ball approximately 0#25 am in 
diameter. The wire is threaded through thin pdytheme tubing which 
is predrawn to 0.5 mm inside diameter# leaving the ball just wi^dn 
the end of the tube. So operctien tlw ball and its polythene sheath 
are lowered onto the nerve and liquid paraffle is foroed down the 
tube with a syringe# The paraffin flews around the ball and on the 
surface of the nerve fosMmg an insulating ourtain hboat the record» 
lag eleotrode (figure 3)# The aurrouadiag sea water is earthed giving
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tiÊSBLÈ^  #lr# •iMtrote. A #llv#r «ir# (#)oontalaed withla # polythma# #h##th (t) maà with Its •Bd fused to fom • bell (b) 1# Xossxsd onto tbs xwrvs (b) shioh le bel## tbs level ef the sunroundlng liquid (m). PsrsffiB le pmg>sd doen tbs flexibls pipe (f) end floee ont ob the surfsso of tbs nsrvs (p)# es insu!»stiag tbs slostrods tip t r m tbs sartbsd sunrouBdljQf
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rslstlveXjr stsbXs slsotrlosl sonditiciMi in #bW& movswat ertafsets 
srs sboflpt olrcuitsd* Two electrode# of this type oen be pleeed 
the length the nerve so permitting e deteiminetion ef the direotion 
in idiloh the inpuleee trevel# Hook el^trodee een net be pleoed under 
the nerves without e e v m  diseeotlon and optokinetio nyetagmue invert 
iebl^ feile if tho nerves ere etrst^Aed. After preliminary esperimsnto 
with the silver eleotrode## which are essential to dieoover the 
chareeteristio response of thm intact but exposed end Identified optic 
and oculomotor nerves^ the silver eleotrodes are abandoned in favour 
of stainless steel needles#
Stainless steel electrodes are made bjr eleotrolytioaliy shaxpmaing 
0 sine insect pins, and then insulating them to the tip with I#G#I# 
air# drying insulating varnish (do# The head ends of the
pins ar# crisped and then forced into W e r  Lok hypodermic needle bases 
from which the fine bore needle has been remsved# Once mounted in this 
base the eleotrodes arc easily handled during Urn sharpening and coating 
processes# the bases also provide a quick and convenient oo«q>ling 
msohanlsm between the electrodes and the mioro-manipulatcr#
Ihe electrolytic sharpening is aWdevsd by immersing a ^ inch 
diameter brass eleotrode and the stainless etdel insect pin in a bath 
ef oonowitrated hydrochloric acid and applying to them sn altemeting 
current of five vdts# Xn this mey the stainless steel pin is rapidly 
and evenly eroded# the shape the electrode tip is controlled by 
withdrawing ^xe needle from the acid at different speeds#
m slow withdraw si producing s finely tsperi% tip and fast withdrawal 
a more rapidly tapering one. tbs corrosive fumes caused by the rapid
cuterosion cf the stainless steel &a controlled to sooe extent by cover­
ing the surface of the sold with a layer of xylene» Direct current 
does not erode stainlesB steel evenly*
The eleotrodes are coated with insulating varnish after cleaning 
them in distilled water, alcohol, m à  then varnish thinner. Lowering 
them tip first into the insulating varnish, mâ sloaiy withdrawing 
thev from the un thinned laquer ensures an even coating. The electrodes 
are then placed with their tips uppermost in an oven at yfc for tan 
minutes before applying a second ooat\ of varnish# After the second 
coating sod subsequent baking they are ready for use. Xn most oases 
the vamiiAi dries away from the tip of the electrode, but if this does 
not happen it is possible to expose the bare metal by carefully push­
ing the tip against a rubber bung, controlling the laoveaent with a 
micro-manipulator and observing the process through a microscope.
If the needles become bent the varnish can be dissolved sway with 
thinner and the needle resharpened and recoated. As eleotrode cssmot 
be used more than once without re-sharpening and revamishing# The 
beat type of electrode for recording from the optic tract end 
oculomotor nerve has a fairly rapid taper and a final, tip diameter 
of approximately j to ^ mu.
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Tb# atmini### #t##l elaotroA## hmv# a xvslataao# graatsr than on#
joagohB #o that it la a#o#a#a%y to agylcy a cathode foilowar laput, but 
tho adva&tag# ia using a tool noodloa i# that «y art from th# initial 
raaoval of portion of tha dermal oarapaoa, am damoribad baloi^ no 
dimmaotioa of tha crab im naoomaary and lama of blood by tha animal 
ia pravmntod*
Fraparation of the crab fox* almotrLoal recording exparlmmntm ia 
achieved in the following vigrt A small dermal portion of tha carapace 
im ramovad by first carefully cutting through tha axomkaXaton with a 
dental drill and than priming up the piece df amoehelatcn without 
damaging the underlyiag timaue# Bleed promeuve in 'Uie haemoooal of 
tho crab often fcroam the endothalium i^warde after th# carapace ham 
been removed, and before probing with an electrode a mraall plastic 
plate im placed within the posterior half of th# cavity to depress 
th# bulging tissue* The brain and the eye nerves are now protected 
only by ausele and ocmneative tissms but the crab survives am well 
am an intact animal* % #  stainless steel electrodas are driven through 
the soft dorsal tissues and isyale the optic tract or oculomotor nerve* 
Zh praotioe the <^tie tiaat or oculomotor nerve is first located by 
using an electrode with a large tip diameter which will not bet ruined 
if it is accidentally driven into the carapace beneath the nerves*
Once the position and relative depth of the nerve Ims been ascertained 
the large electrode is replaced by a finer tipped needle whi<A will 
record from a moremstricted area* Rrsvioas experiw%ce with the 
silver eleotrodes makes it possible to identify, by its character­
istic response, which of the unseen nerves is impaled in each instance*
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fiware A. Jhm hydraulic aleotroda advaaoa* A ataialasa •teal #l##tra&# (•) with It# % m r  lok* basa (b) is attaohat to tha plungar (#p) of tha slava unit syriaga*A flaxibla olpa (f) oonnaats tha barrai of tha slavo unit ayrlnga (ah; to the master unit and the whdla myatam la filled with liquid paraffin* Coarse mevwmamts of the eleotrode are made by oemneotimg (%) the slave unit to the lasge reservoir myrln## (r) through the three-way tap (t) and them depressing or withdrawing the plunger ef the reeerveir gyrioge* line mevements of the eleotrede are made by enmneottwg (y) the slave unit to the master syringe (ms) through the tap and them tunning the sorew of the mieremeter (so) whieh aets en the plunger ef the master syringe* Should tbm mloremater and the mastM* sy^ Pi### reeoh the end ef their traverse, and further advanee ef the eleetrode is required, the master syri»e» earn be re­filled (s) frem the reservoir without moving the eleotrode* The internal spfi=d (eg) holds the plunger ef the master syringe against the mieroamtar sorew* It is essential to keep the system ocepletely free fTem air bubbles and so ensure the direst and aoeurate transfer of movement from the master syringe to the slave unit and eleetrode*
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mThe meehealaa for monitoring groee amgnler__________I of the eye* Movement of the eye (e) egelmete peg (p) meeee e lever, (l) pivoted on point beeringe (^), ehieh eeueee e shutter (s) to alter the amount of light (b) reaching a phototrensister (ph)# The movement of the lever is adjusted and restricted tgr a hain^ring (eg) and oeeiUatloms are Aemped by a paddle (pd) moving in a trough (t) of liquid («)* The fulcrum ef the lever system is eeinoideat with that of the eye#
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WiÆorm é. moà vtntrsl vie## of th# igretw uaeéto Boasur# the enfiler éefleetiem of w  mreetvioteâ A foouaeoé boom of li##t fro# * li#t oouoroo (i) 1# ro» fleotoA Iqt m mirror (#) omto ^  ourfOoo of o oeXonium oeil (fh) idiieh hmm # hole ##te (k) oovorim# it# ourfkoo* n »  eniil (o) ie nloppii oithim tk# etripod drom (d) end erronfod #o thmt 6 e  fleg (f) etteoked te it# imtoroopt# th# foouooed boom of ligkt «ad oeot# « ohedom om the ouofoee of the pheteoell# The fie# i# the eeme eiee me the hole# end the epmoee betmeem them#
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3h# neuron## of ar# #l#o ##11 knomm from provlou# eaqporiment#
with silver slootrod## as afferent or efferent#
A hgrdraulio qystom nounted (figure 4) on a «ioro»m#nipulator 
aliomi the eleetroi# to be aoourately controlled and sleely driven 
into th# dorsal surf see of the animal#
Movements of the eye are monitored in too eegrs# For some 
experiments a meohanism Is used in which a very li^t lever pivoted 
on point bearing# varies by its movemsnt the amenait of light falling 
on a photo-transistor (figure 5}» Although the system imposes an 
idtial load d ’ approximately 0#03 grms# on the #ye$ and this load 
increases with the eye movement, optokiaetio nysta^gus appears to 
be mnaffacted and the animal shows no irritation# This method of 
reoording cannot be used in experiments where the angle throu#^ 
which the unrestricted eye move# must be accurately estimated from 
a known sere which does not drift# Measurements of this kind are 
made iy mounting a thin glass fibre on the eye and allowing th# 
shadow of a small flag attached to the distal end of the glass fibre 
to fall acroa# the sux&oe of a selenium call whi<A is covered with 
a screen pimroed by a pattern of fimed holes# The glass fibre with 
its small flag weighs spproodmately 0#003 grms#, and once it is in 
position the aniaml appears to be unaware of its presence (figure 6)# 
As the flag mover over the holes, so fluctuations in the potential 
from the photocell are registered by a pen-recorder# from these 
records the angular deflection of the umeOstricted eye is readily 
calculated and because the sweep of the eye movement is divided into 
as masy segments as thmre are holes in the scremn, the method combines
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yigyrs 7. Tbm «ppaimtos ustd to forolMjr dofleot tte oyo to its loft or rig%it# Moiossnt of tho Isoor (l) rotstss ths wpiaàÏM (n) of s potootiosstor (pt) snfl osusos ths offsst psg (p) to foros ths #yo (s) to OBS siàs# SI## snd ooomiy spplioA prsssurs to ths 
070 hy m j  of ths fins forslng psg doss mot trlggsr ths fast rstrmotiom rsflsm# A dirsst ourrsmt (is) is appllsd to tbs potsatiomster snd ths vsristions of this osussd Igr ^  rotation of ths potsmtisastor spimAs ara rosordsi ^  ths osoillosoopo (os).
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high loeal sonsitiTity with # wid# rang# of aaararwoant. ,
Tho ohange in light intaaaity detaotad hy tha photoooU la amall 
and in order to inoraaae tha aenaitirllgr of tha ayatam the photaoalX 
waa batteagr oouplad to a high gain D.C# anpHfiar#
Tha manually prodnoad foraad aoaeaanta of tha ay# are nonitorad 
by varying a flrad D#G# potential with a potantioaatar^ to tha apindla 
of whioh tha foroing peg ia aooontrioally attahhad (figura ?)#
Blinding ia affaotad by painting th» ownaa with a rapidly 
drying hlaak laquer whioh oen be removed after tha aaparimant. lha 
animale ara tested for f%motional blinding by aabjooting ^lea to 
optonotor stimuli and diraotly observing tha ayes#
Slaotriaal stimuli are auMOiad by a maom triggaxad Tokronix 
square pulse generator, isolated from tha preparation by a transformer. 
Fine platinum wiraa are used as stiaulatimg olaotrodoa#
Bsrv# impulses ar# raoordsd with A#G# oouplad praamplifiars 
with oathoda follower inputs and dapleyad on a Cossor Mark 4 oeoilla» 
scope. The raoords arc photographed on Ilford blue -sensitive reoord* 
ing paper with a Cossor oaoiHosoope camera.
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rigura 8. Th# •jastalk mmmsmhly of Coralyis^ A portion of the oerepeoe (oe) dorsal to tho oyostalks (os) has boon dissootod airagr to oxpoeo the five skolotal parts. The median plate (m) lies Just shove the braia (b) and attaohed to its posterior edge are lee maeole blooke (mueolo 15 of Coohram) whioh amemg others rotate the eyeoupe (ep) and eyeetalks about a transverse horim mental axis mo eauaing upward gaming. The aueolee which preduo# a rotation of the eyeatalke in the opposite direction are shown in figure 14. The eyeeupe are flexibly linked to the oyeetalke only by the arthrodial membrane (nh) and internal Mumoulature.The eyeatalke are attaohed by their posterior edges to the body and have their anterior surfaces covered wit#& fine hairs. They are protected by the anterior fold of the oanpaoe or rostrum.The antenmulee are also enclosed ia the same proteotiv# rostral pocket (a). The antennae (an) project from beneath the rostrum but cannot be retracted. Ths eyeoups have many outioular sense organs distributed over their surface apart from the cornea, of whioh the most aotioeahls are a group of thick ventral brie ties. The left oyeoip in the diagram ie retracted and the right partly extended. Of the nerves of the brain oiüy the tegumentasy nerves (tg). oesophageal oonneotives (o). oculomotor nerves (omO end optic tracts (opt) are shown. Scale » 5*0 millimetres.
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The complété eye aseeobly of SS£SiîBÊUL oooeistts of eeverel 
skeletal portions (figure S). and ie similar to that of the Amerioao 
blue orab (Ooohran 1915)# Anterior to the brain ie a
small median plate, artioulated with two long extensions oallsd eye» 
stalks, idiioh project laterally from it on either aide# The distal 
ends of those extensions carry the eyeoups. which have the oorseal 
eurfaoee on the rounded ends. The ey#st#lks are attaohed to the 
body along their posterior edges and are completely eneloeod in a 
fold of the earepaoe whioh also protects ths antonnules. Ths eye» 
cups are the only portion of the whole eye assembly visible in the 
intact animal*
Several kinds of outioular receptors are distributed over the 
surface of the eyeo^p and oyeetalk#
(•) a »  hair p#$ organ* (Imrareok 1»6l) oonaist
of a hollow oantral #plgot surrouated tgr fin* bristle* (figure 9i), 
Their distribution over the eye assembly is limited to the dorsal 
and anterior surf sees of the etyeciq>. but they are also found cm ths 
oar#paoe. abdomen and pereipods of Caroinus (Beths 1697# Luther 1950)#
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FigugmJL CySloular struotures. on th# surfhoes of the eyeetajuu end eyeoups* Sosies ha aioreas*^  heirpeg orgens ooasisting of a oeatral hollow iq^ lgotT#) surroêeded hjr fine bristles (b) ond innervated hjsub-skeletal nerve oell bodies (ob)*stiff hoUew bristles# present on the ventralsurf see of the eyeoup end on the distal end of theoyeetalk* The long shank has no side branches and thebase is innervated by eub»sksletal nerve oell bodies(oh)/B# bristles on the eyestslks are generally smallerthan those on the eyeo%v* The dendrites of the nerveoell bodies in A and B oould be traoed onHy as far asths bases of the sensiUa*CL raised tuhsrelee (t) with fine oanals (o) perforating their apieee* These etrueturee are thoui^t to be cbemosensoiy but eleotropbyelologieel evidenee for this is not availshls and it is not known if ths osnsls are bpen to ths exterior* The fine dmidritio endings of ths nerve sells (eh) eennet be traeed with any oertainly* fine hairs (h) idiioh are distributed over ths surfaes of ths syeohp* Serve sells have not been foiaid im assooiatiem with these hairs but the preeenoe of oanels (e) extending through the exoskeletem (ex) to ths base of e s A  ome suggests that they are innerveted*
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b) Brietleet A number of large stiff Ixristlss (figure 9B) ari^tusteâ 
on the ventral aurfaoe of the eyeoup md have their long axes direoted 
towarda it# apex (figure 8)# They are well arranged for keeping 
foreign partiolea out of the eye socket, but there ia no evidence 
that this is their sole funotloo. Similar small bristles are present 
on the distal surfaces of the eyeatalk*
o) Feather Hairs: A thick mat of fine feathers-like hairs extends over
the surface of the proximal protected portions of the eyestslks. The 
function of these structures ia obscure but they would be maximally 
stimulated by the rotationb of the eyestslks about their long axes.
Ths innervation of these hairs is not known.
d) Tubercles: Raised tubercles (^G) perfbrated by fine canals are 
found on the ventral surface of the eyeoup and on the distal portion 
of the eyeatalk. It is not possible to determine the exact structure 
of these organs from light microscope preparations but it ia thought 
that they respond to ohenioal rather then mechanical stimulation#
They are also found on the carapace of Caroinus (Beths i897)
e) Very fine hairs are distributed over the entire surface
of the eyeoup except for the cornea (figure 96). The innervation of 
these hairs is,not visible but a fine canal extwds through the exo» 
skeleton to each one. Any movements of the eye would probably excite 
these structures but there is no evidence that the behaviour ef-the
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yjjgiMf 10. P##t#rier via# of tho right eyoowgp oad oyootolk^ opoBod to mho# tho ojrm mmmolom# Tho pootorlor oacomkoloton of tho ojootip ho# hoom romovod but mo oumolom hot# boom dloaootmd All tho mym mumolom ozoopt mumhor 18 armmttoehmd proadmmlly to tho oyomtalk and dimtmlljr to tho imtorior of tho myooup# Mumolo 18 is mttmhhod botmmmm fho myomtolk and tho maim bo^j akmlotom# Tho broham lima# mho# tho imoortlom of tho ay# mumolom 18# and 20m om tho ooarmldo of tho ayocwp. Tho anmolom arm numborad moaord'i Img to Coohram and tho dmopor lyimg oy# mumolom arm not mhomm# Soalo « 1 «0 mUltmatram»
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W U m m  14 . BMtMTior vi#w of tta» right «nâ V»#t#lkqp#n#d to show tho mym auuseloo. fho main rotraotor muoolo# and tho muooloo inoortioo on tho aoaroido of tho «grooop (ohooB Im figuro 10) hov# hooo roooood» A U  tho ouooloo aro attaohad prorioaUjr to tho oyoatalk and diatoUjr to tho oyooup* Tho iiaoloa ara nnObovod ooowAiiig to Coohroo osoopt mmhor 2jki ohioh ia mot figurod hy Coohram for Soalo • 1«0 odUimatroo*
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of tho ottinaJi. is alterod Iqr tho zmrrooo ixiforoation roXoyod from 
thooo hairs» Thay otro roportod in Garolnus by Bathe (1897)#
Tho baoos of the |mdjr pog orgaao» brlatlaa, and tiAerolea aro 
iw&arvatod bX the dondrltoa of naroa oaUs but it is not knoan how 
far tha dandrltio prooassas extend into tha outioular stmotoras#
She warioufi maoiianoraoaptors of the ays are stlmilatod during tSm 
jhovesamta of tha ays and the sigaifioanoa of thair aotiwi^ In ra* 
laüon to monitoring the movamont of tha eyocup ralatiwa to tha aym* 
stalk will be oonsidarad in tho disouooion#
3. iij&KMM.'Wwap#
Tha musouletura of tha a^aoup is oooplax and tha joint be tea an 
tha eyooup and the ayostalk# unlike other joints of tha bo^y# is 
not limited to movement in one plana by closely fitting skeletal 
portiomo# Tha attnohmsnt of tha oyooup to tha ^roatalk by tha aya 
musolaa and tha artioular membrane allows tha aya to mors in soy 
direatiott within tha pbysioal limits imposed by tha aya sookat#
Hie aya m)vewnts of optokinatio oystagaus era aooos^lishad 
by 10 miieela blooke which basa their origins cm tha distal end 
of the ayastalk and Inoart witl^tha ey*o%gp (figure 10 and 11 )• Bo 
addition to these^ mueolo blocks attoahod to tha median plata of 
tha ayaatalk assembly rotate the ayastelk and oyaoi^ s^ about their 
longitiAdinal axes oauslng i^ pward or downward gaming (figure 8 end 14)#
Two small skeletal portions» or aolerltas» incorporated in ths 
arthrodial mambraoa of the eyeoup play an important role in the mors*» 
■ant of ths aysoup in rslation to tha sysstalk (figura 12)# Solarita 1 
is attashsd firmly to ths distal and of ths sysstalk and extends into
1%^. <1
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Figurt 12. M Almgrmmmmtto représentation of the posterlor (a) and anterior (B) vie## of the animal# right eyeoup and ayeatalk# to show the interaction of the aueele# and the aolerite# ahioh bring about the moveamnte of the eyeoig> relative to the eyeatalk# Ihe eyeoup i# ahoen as a traneparent cylinter and the mmole# are repreeeated by etraight line## Hie origin# ef the mueole# on the eyeatalk are ehoea a# «olid hemisphere# and their insert* ion on tha eyeo%qp meareide i# deaignated by a eirela# and on tha far aide by a eirele and dot# Huseleo 20a*b# and o move the aye avay from the midlina; lÿb# 21 and 22 interact with aolerite 2 and seing the eye toeard# the midline# ^a# b# and e extend the eye and 19# retraet# it# Musela 18 attached the eyeatalk to the main body akaleton and rainforee# the action of the retractor nuacle by forcing the eye into it# socket#
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Fjgq^ 13. A diagram tic tmpr— wOMtUm ef the dorsal (A,B) end lateral views (0,0) of the eye stalk to show the possible effects of the contractions of the eye muse lee#^  dorsal aspect, muscles 20 e,b, and c induce e movement of the eyecv^ ewey from the midline#B, dorsal aspect, muscles 19 b, 21 end 22 interact with sclerite 2 end move the eye towards the midline#C, lateral aspect, muscles 23 a, b and c produce the extension of the eye#D, lateral aspect, muscle 19a setracts the eye#In all cases the arthrodial membrane (broken line) is ioqportant in the translation of tho muscular contrée*» tions into the angular deflection of the eyeoup# Without the restraining action of the membrane the muscles would merely force the eyestalk further into the eyeoup#
S o
the 9y9ûup (flgure12A}# Sclerite   is held in the arthrodial mamhrmme 
heteeem ths anterior aurfaos of the distal portion of the eyeetelk end 
the rim of the ejreosp (figure 12%)# Comtraetlons of the mosolee ehioh 
ere attaohed to aolerite 1 (20e^ h$ o) ps'odme# e movement of the eye 
emgr from the midliee (figure IM):# Alternatively# oontreotion of the 
mumolee 19h# 21 and 22 end their interaotiom with aolerite 2# tende 
to eeing the eye toeerda the midline# (figure IM)* Ihe reaalalng 
mueelee (2ja#h#e and 1)a) produoe either the emtonelem or retraotiom 
of the eyeoup (figure 13 o and d)# Mueolo Id# although attaohed 
betmeen the eyeatalk and the body* hme a pronounoed effect during 
retraction of the eyeoup in that it tonde to fordo the eyeoup more 
seourely into its socket#
^4cetural oheages of the eye# iaduood ty dlepleoing the enlmel 
about the horieontal axle# are also brought about by the ton eye 
muscle blocks# The versatility of the joint and the ooaq^lexity of 
the eye movesmnta central system is ^^mometratod by the ability of 
the eyes of an animals whioh ie tilted to one side# to perfora 
optokinetic gystagaue# even though under these ocmditicoa the eye 
moves in a new plane and wbon stationary maintains a different 
position relative to the eyestelk# Tha efferent commands for 
optokinetic gystageus must be either eemtraUy or peripherelly 
integrated with ths input from the statooyetc idiioh set the new 
postural sero f w  the eyes# The fast and alow phases of the eye 
movmosnt im optokinstie pystagsum suggest that ths muscle blocks must 
at least have a dual Inoexvetiom whioh adds to the intricacy of the 
#ystmn#
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Pl#%*# 1k. A peaterior vi#w of tho iimor ouifaoe of tho loft ojpeotolk to show tho ontorior romiflootiono of tho looor broaoh of tho ooulomotor morvo. Tho oyootolk (oo)1# «ttoohod voatroUjr by # moobrano (mr) and ty o m i l  skolotal bar (br) «hioh projooto from tho main mkoloton*A mambraao also attaoho%  tho typor odgoo of tho ^yootalk# to tho adjoining ojcookoloton* Tho xiervos from tho brain to tho antomioo and tho antonnuloo paoo out through an aporturo (#g>) in tho okmlotal fTamonork bolow tho oyootalk aooomWy# Tho bxain and pootorior modian plato muooloo haro boon romorod shoving tho muoolo 17 of Cochran* This is a ttoohod to an antorior projootion (p) of tho modian plato (n) and brlngo about tranomoroo horloontal rotation of tho oyoo and oyootalko# so oauaing dovnvard gamimge Tho branohoa of tho lovor oculomotor norm (ooml) run from bipolar oonaoiy ooUa in tho timouo surrounding tho akolotal bar (br) and tho oyootalk* and book ovor tho optlo traot (opt) and «ppor oculomotor norvo (com). Soalo « 1*0 miUimotroa#
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Blôotrioal reoording from tho jousoXoa ahow that ^8 tuod 19* 
aro aotim during tho l^at rotraotlon of tho ojooty but oonclusim 
résulta eould not be obtained in this eoy for tho other nuooloo*
It is probable that the eye ooeenontm aro produood by tho aimultonoous 
imteraotion of mil tho musoIo blooks and eleotrioal stimulation of 
tho whole optlo traot or oculomotor nerwa (Betho I897a) oaunot pro* 
duoo useful results# The anolyol# of the nouromusouXmr mechanisms 
of tho oyo movomonts oan only bo dona by tho stimulmtlon of single 
ojpons whioh ham boon separated from tho main norwo bundle#
4. Tilt
Kc pjowious do tailed aooount of the innervation of tho head 
of G*»roinua is avaHbbla. Bach eyoe%# is supplied by two main nerve 
bundles from tho brain # The thicker and more anterior optic tract 
baa acme side brarwd&os but runs a relatively uninterrupted course 
to the optic lobe# Tho oculomotor nerve divides into two branches 
seem after leaving the brain# Tho ig^ per branch runs to the eyeoup» 
where it inporvsteo a variety of outioular receptors and the aye 
Duaoleo# The lower brozwh of the oculomotor ramifies in the. connect#' 
ive tissue and cuticle idii^ surround the eyestalk and tho joint 
between tho eyeatalk and Ham eyeoup (figure 14)# Tbat this Iwwr 
branoh consista Minly of sensoiy axons is shown by its dlstributeST 
to tho cuticle only and it may be entirely aeaooxy beeattsc when cut* 
stimula tien of the peripheral end produces no muscular contractions#
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Figurt 15. Th# ey#e%q> opened to reveel the distributieii of nerve bundlee to the varioue mueole blooke. The number and function of the axone cannot be given in detail but it is olear that all the mueole blocks are innervated froii both optic tract (opt) and oculometor nerve (ecm)« No epeoial proprioceptive organs have been found# The small branch below the ooulomotor nerve runs from outicular sense organs at the joint between the eyeovqp and the eye stalk# Cutioular organs on the dorsal surface were stqpplied cmly by a branch from the oculomotor nerve although records from the optic tract showed that a number of outicular sense organs have their axons in the optic tract# Care was taken in the preliminazy recording experiments to preserve the bleed vessel (b) as otherwise the optokinetic response rapidJy deteriorates# Scale « 1#0 millimetres#
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All the muscle hlook# in the eyeoi^ are supplied from hreiiohes 
of both the optic tract and the oculomotor nerve (figure lg)# HdLs 
has boon ahom by follovisg axons stained with eethylen# blue through 
the oonueotiva tiswxs and fascia ehi<^ run in all directions# Apart 
from the large obviously motor axons with polytwic branching It is 
not olear whether the axons are sensosy or motor# Peripherally most 
axons of the optic tr%ot disappear into the optic lobe and do not take 
up the stein# No direct connection between the optic lobe and the 
oculometor nerve has been revealed althought sought#
Thin tranaverse sections of the optic tract and ooulomotor 
nerve show that the larger fibres tend to be on the dorsal side# Ikese 
are presumed by their sise and position to he meter axons# Other 
fibres in the ;^tic tract are either visual afferent fibres ù t  t  >> 
interaeuroaes (ffiorsaa latermaa and Bush 1$6l )# The ooulomotor nerve 
has a greater munher of large, presumably motor fibres and les# small 
sensosy sxcoa although oethylsne blue studies have shown that the «ye 
muscles are suppliai £^ *om both the optic tract and the ooulmotor 
nerve# The lewer-bfeneh of the odulemetcr nerve# The lower branch 
of the ooulomotor nerve contains a nus6er of relatively large fibres 
which is surpriming considering that the anatomical imd elootropby*» 
iologioal studies suggest that this nerve is entirely sensory#
The olacsification of nerves Into sensory and motor exons merely by 
their relative diameters Is probably misleading#
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Flsure 16. H p olar mumoty œXls in the arthrodial noahrana of the #y#o%%> ravoalad hy vital staining with methylsns blue.Th# fine axons and dendrites, beaded by the methylene blue stain, ramify in all diiwotions over the inside of the arthrodial membrane# The bipolar cell bodies (Larger black dots) have their axons in the oculomotor nerve# Attempts to record from these cells were unsuocessful and no response was observed vdien the membrane was distorted although the oalls would seem to be in a position to be stimula ted by this. The cells and their dendrites were never seen to form a network# Scale » 100 microns,
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9FÏÆVxm 17. Btpelar ##n#o*y oells la the ecxmeotive tieeue eurroypAiiif the aheletel ber vhieh etmohee the eyeetelk to the bo4y# revealed tgr vital atalnlng with methylene blue# The celle are dietributed along the eyeetalk and around the edge of the bar in A, and can be eeen in B to form a branched plexue# The dendritee appeye^ to end in the connective tieeue and mere never eeen to extend to eut» icular etructuree# like the bipolar celle of the arthrodial membrane (figure l6) th^ never formed a oloeed netwesk# Soiea # 100 mAorome#
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Obviou# prcq^rtooepters^iMixvh celle w  pewrloœpt&ee ergene
euoh ce eleetâe etzande et the eyeobp jointe or eueole receptor 
orgene in the eyeeup here not been found and no evidenoe of them 
hee appeared either fkon behseioural or oleotrophyeiologioal etudiee#
Peripheral eeneoey neuros^# eitt their axone in the oeulometer 
nerve and mingle dietal dendritee enhedded in the arthrodial nembrane 
beteewi the eyeoup and the eyeetalk are revealed in methylene blue 
préparation# (figure 16}# Similar bipolar oelle have been reported 
from other arthrodial meetoanea of many diffimrent types of oruet» 
aoeane# The eella and axone never form a peripheral %mteoe#y ooqp* 
firming Alexandrofeies (footnote to page 9, 1957)# It ie net known 
what fuQotiom these undoubted eeneoty celle form at this eritioal 
joint# Larger bipolar celle arranged in a elmilar fashion to those 
idiiidi Alexandroeios (1957) found situated on the pleural plate of 
are abundant in the tissue idiieh surrounds the enolesed 
eyestalks# Heotrioal reootdings from the lower breath of the 
ooulomotor nerve vdiioh supplies this region, show responses to 
diatortiom of the oonoeetive tissue vhere the dendrites are situated 
(figure 17) and to forced movements of the central portion of the 
eye asseahiy# Movements at this joint do not oorar during optoldnetio 
igrstagmis but preteotive retraction and rotation of the eyestalks about 
their long ernes anst stimulate these cells#
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Section II 
The detraction Reflex 
1. SuTRical experiment#
liochanical stimuletion of the eyes and certain areas of the 
carapace produces the reflex retraction of the eyecup (Bethe 1697a 
and confirmed in this investigation)* A mechanical stimulus to 
cut icular receptors which have axons in the teguaentary nerve, the 
optic tract or the oculomotor nerve, can elicit the rapid eye with­
drawal* It is most typically produced by roughly touching the carapace 
anterior to the cervical groove* Bye retraction in hurt or frightened 
animals can be produced by a timulating any part of the body, but this 
is probably due to the low threshold of the response in disturbed 
animals and also to an effective increase in the sensitivity of the 
outicular receptors on the eyes and anterior carapace*
Cutting the tegunentary nerve abolishes the withdrawal response 
elicited by tactile stimulation of the carapace or the eye socket*
The two eyes retract independently and the areas innervated by the 
tegunentary nerves meet in the midline* the area innervated by the 
brain is bounded posteriorly by the cervical groove, (using the 
terminology of Snodgrass (1952)* Posterior to this groove, sensory 
nerves from the carapace run to the ventral cord#
Cutting through the optic tract abolishes the fast retraction 
reflex, wheras cutting the oculomotor nerve leaves it unchanged* 
Therefore sufficient fast fibres for tlie production of the rapid 
closure of the eye run in the optic tract* The eyecup can still be
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Fiaure 1Ê. Lear## lapulses of fast motor arais In tbs #pti# traet of an animal during partial and oopplsta rstraotioo of th# ays. A, a full and B, a partial rstraotion sbowiag ths diffarant zasabars of apikss (vfppor trace) and ooms» paoding mavamants of the ayaoup (iswar trace) oaumod by ■molmnlnal stimulation at the oarepaoe. The records «ara ohtainod with stainless steel microeleotrodes#Seals m 0*1 seconds#
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withdrawn and held in th# ratraotad poaition after the optio nerve 
has been out through# but ths withdrawal is now a slow one although 
it is prodused by the sans or stronger nsohanioal stimuli which 
normally elicit the fast withdrawal of ths eye*
2. 9f , Fr9^rttTf.ifiif9^M>
The fast rstreotian at ths eye is always acoompanied by a burst 
of impulses in the optic tract# Betraotloa is not necessarily comp» 
piste# and the numher of impulses is less for a partial than for a 
oonplste withdrawal# as shown by a comparison of figure IfiA with B#
The aotiviiy of seweral different axons oan scnetimss be distinguished 
in the effbrsnt burst at retraction# e%>eoially when recording with 
silver electrodes which tended to record from a larger area than the 
stainless steel miorc" electrodes # Single units sometimes fire at 
frequencies of 500/seo# but this frequency is not maintained for the 
complete burst which itself last» for only approximately 200 milliseos# 
The burst of motor impulses cam be elicited regardless of ths ay# 
position# or even its presence; if the ey# is censnted into its 
soofcst with plasticine or finsd in an extended position# or completely 
removed# the sans characteristics burst of efferent impulses follows 
tactile stimulation of the earapaee er eye socket# There is therefors 
no parier or simultaneous propriooepties or visual modification of the 
form of the response from the effsotor# 2h addition to this ths re­
traction reflex completely over»rides a possibly simultaneous optoki­
netic movement of ths eyecup# Bo evidence of a peripheral nsuroanisou- 
lar inhibition of these fast motor axons has appeared# in that no one 
ever finds impulses in them without movement ooourring#
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ZlSfflQLtti» impulses ef ftet metor «xooe in the optietreot of an aninel folleeing eleetvioal stimulation of the tegunentexy nerve# The atienlua (loear trsoe) eaa # equare pules of 0.1 minieeoonda. The 9 nilliaeoond latenqgr of the response suggests s reasonably direct conoeetien from the sensoay nerve to the fast noter axons of the optie tract# The anr l m i frsquancy of ^ ihss is shout 900 qrclcs/eee# hut this is nalwtatned for only a fee nilliseoonds# Ths decrease in amg»litnds of the apihss at h i ^  fksqusnoies confins that they are of a single unit. Becords were ohtalnsd with stainless steel microelectrodes and the stinulus see applied through platinun wires# heohsd beneath the aappssd tegijssntway  nerve. Scale # 0.1 seconds#
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Pleur# 20# Efferent lapulee# in #»e ooalcnotcr nerve during the exteneien of the The eye ie retreotedte begin with end the burste ef Impuleea inftioetod by the ejprowe in A are the result <3f lasobanioeny sti»> ttleting the legs. Large units in B oorrei^ond with the extension of the eye ehioh eonwenoes at The aye is than held in the exttnded position# Ç# and the large efferent units owtirae to fire althmmfi neveawot of the eye oeesed at point g# The records were obtained with silver electrodes# Scale • 1#0 aeconds#
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A sixygo elMtric shook of 0.1 m&Uisec# duration to ths 
tofiMsntsxy nerve la also adequate to produoe a ooeplste pattmm 
of impulses in the optie traet (figure 19). The minimum ATfeetive 
stimulus is probahly more than a single efferent ispulee# but 
oarefol msoheaiosl stimnlation of a singls hair in the #y# sootet 
(ehioh produces a train ef sensory impulses in the togumsntary 
nerve) oan often produoe the complete retraction of the eye. The 
central threshold# beloe which no burst of retracting impulses 
emerges# certainly varies with differKit animals and rises with 
handling and rape titiom.
Serve fibres in ths oculometor nerve transmit trains ef 
impulses while Ihe eye is held back in its socket following the 
retraction of the eye and in crabs with ths ooulomotor nerve out 
ths mye is not held in but is immsdiately extended after reflex 
retraction. Prom this evidence it is suggested that slow motor axons 
in the oottloiBOter nerve activate muscles which hold the aye in the 
socket oaoe it is retracted. It is not known whether there is also 
inhibition of the antagonistic muscles. Extension of the mye# 
induced by gently moving the animals legs# is always acoosg»anisd by 
extensive and separately identifiable efferent impulses in ths 
ooulomotor nerve (figure 20). Seme of these units which are silent 
when the mye is retreoted# fire continuously  and at a constant frequency 
as long as the mye is extended and held in one position (Umpire 201 
ooapared witt C).
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deflection*drum
PlfMT# 22. Tb# •pgular d#fle#%lqo of the #ye during one ooaplete slev pheee of ^tokinetl# nyetegpu#^ plotted mgelnmt the enfuXer defleetlon of %bm dree dutlzig the 
9mm period* The line A-B repreeente a relation beteeen bpe dofleotien end drum defleetion of 111* Urn trionglee represent the aetoal dofleotlom of the ope and shoe that the eye lags Inereaeingly behind the drum* This oontiimaX inoreaee in lag, termed the mlip, la the effeotire etimwdme for optohinetio xgntagpom*
stfittflB m
Qptokiiietio ajretagenis oonslste of two pha###$ A alow forward 
phaao when th# eyeoupm follow the dlrootlon of the rotation of the 
environment around the animal, and the fa at return phaee $Aen the 
eyeoope are fliokod hack in the c^poelte dlreotlon.
1 . ag, rma rf æ .
Both the elow/end feet (foreerd) eaA return pheee# of optoldaetle 
^yatagmue produoed by varloua drum apeede are shown in figure 21 while 
data from measurements of the angle through which the unrestrioted eye 
moves are shown in figures 22,23 and 21^ #
The stimulus which elioits optddnetie z^tagmus is the movement 
of the stripes of the drum across In front of the cmmatldia# The eye 
moves in the some direction as the rotating drum but lags increasingly 
behind it a# shown by plotting the angular deflection of the (ye during 
the slow phase against the corresponding angular deflection of the drum 
during the some period (figure 22). The effective stiisulus is therefore 
the différenoe between the drum speed and the eye speed during the slew 
phase. This is termed the slip speed or the rate of increase of lag.
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3» Th# stiJKiXuSf (mllp ^##d) plotted against th# reepone# (ey# epeed^ showing th# upper and l#wer limits of th# response* To th# ri^t of its lower limit the response inoxwases with ths inoreas# in stimulus until the upper limit is approaohed, at drum speeds of ^ promimately TVeeo* Soms rsspons# is obtained 
seen at TO^/soo* but not at 140^/seo* he suits are from two different animals to avoid taking a eokplete series with one animal over the long periods of time which are neoessaxy at th# low drum speeds#Th# relation of ths response to the stimulus is not pimortional as shown by a oomparison of th# graph with the two stx^l^t parallel lines# The upper of the two parallel lines represents th# pro* potional ratio of re^>#ns# to stimulus of 10#1 and th# lower line rsprosemts a proportionali^ of 1t1«
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yjiOOT 2L. Th# relation of th# ey# 8p#ed to th# slip #p##d •spr####d a# gain# for different drum apeed#. gain at drum apeed# of ^o/wmcm to 10P/#ec« ia relatively lev and th# graph ahova the reappna# to he approximately proportional to th# atiaulua at thuT atinulua velocitiea# At very alow drum apeeda the gain inoraaaea rapidly until th# reaponae fail# at the loeaat drum apeed# The inoreaae in gain oorraaponda with the approach of fixation of the eye on th# moving atiisulua#If fixation ooourrad^ the alip apeed would beoom# aero and the gain infinite#
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Tb# #peed of th# ey# (rosponso) when plotted against the slip speed 
(stimulus) follows a straight line relation^about four orders of 
magnitude (figure 23)* The eye speed Is, however, not proportional 
to the slip speed for all drum speeds (figure k) • The response 
falls at a definite lower limit. At a drum speed of 0.00i|8^ /meo,^  
the eye speed Is 0.0018°/seo. and the slip speed 0.003^seo., however 
at a slightly faster drum speed the slip speed falls to 0.00073*/seo 
suggesting that at lower speeds the stimulus Is not fully effective 
In exciting the central oo-ordtnatlok meohanlsm. There Is therefore 
a lower threshold of drum speed, below which the optokinetic response 
rapidly falls off and this Is Intezpreted not as a failure of vision 
but as arising from the inability to move the eye so slowly. The upper 
limit of the response Is demonstrated by Its failure at drum speeds of 
more than 5?/aeo. The slgnlfloanoe of the range over idiloh the response 
occurs and the ihctors idilch contribute to the upper and lower limits of 
the response will be considered In th6 discussion. The optokinetic 
response of unilaterally blinded animals Is similar to that of normal 
animals. An eye covered by a screen or painted over
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or other#!»# unable to see kny aharplp defln<td feature of the environ­
ment, exeoutes the alow and fast phase# in synchrony with the normal 
eye# This la termed driving the blind eye by the seeing eye#
Partial ly blinding the eyes by painting over particular areas 
of th3 üomeal surf so# with blaok paint or res trio ting the animals 
vie# of the striped drum by interposing opaque soroens, showstha^he 
optokinetio response cannot b# produced unless the outside half of 
at least on# eye remainec %moovered (figure 25)# Animals with only 
anteriorly facing halves of the eyes uncovered did not exhibit any 
optokinetic response# This point will be returned to in the discussion 
in connection with sideways walking in oraba#
2. Surgical lirter»fT»Bo« with Ke«P0BS«.
A crab blinded by cutting through both optic tracts shows 
compensatoiy eye movements during its own active turning and these 
may be simulated to a certain extent bj rotating the legs beneath 
the crab while holding the oarapaoe still (Diykgrssf 1956)# Therefore 
in the experiments described the propriooeptive influences of the 
legs have been enoluded by* «eking observations only when the legs are 
stationary# The resting position of the lags is found to be of no 
importance#
Cutting through the oculomotor nerve oompletely abolishes 
optokinetio nystagmus and other compensatory eye movements wl^e 
the eyeoup is moved in relation to the eyestalk, although as described 
W)ove, the retraction reflex can still be carried out by the fast 
motor axons of the optic traot# It does not follow however that all
the efferent axons necessary f w  the production of the eye movements
fits csnfinsd to th# oottîmotor aoanpo« Thm m v m m t m  Mgr hwo boom 
prevoatod ty  the 1ms of ooooosaxyr propriooi^ttv» iafosMtlcn posoiag 
frott th# periphMy along th# oouXonotor mow# and shioh M y  b# 
•Moatihl for th# co-ordination of th# m r i o M  #y# an##l##« HoMVnr 
thd# poesShililar C M  b# #1imlMt#d bgr th# ua# of ovah# nith th# 
oouloMtor M T M  ottt M  th# o M  #ld# and th# optio tract out on the 
oWrnr aid## Tbl# préparation ahomi an Intlnat# link botaaon th#
Tlnaal InfOamatlon rooolvad bgr the InMcihllined Moing #y# and couplet# 
optokinetio ayatagpn# nith alo# and fact phaeea# oaxaded wit ty 
blinded ogre# The ooulonotor nerf# therefore trannaite to the bliw&Aed 
eyeoap aufflcient information for optokinetio oymtcgmua although the 
seeing eye la atationaxgr and there la no poaalhillty of a pr^prle-» 
oeptlf# control of the sovonent of the aeeing eye or of visual central 
of th# moving eye Itself# This phenomenon will be oonsidered in mere 
detail in the dlaouasion#
Aqperlnenta foUcatng cutting the optlo tract or oculomotor nerve 
are asMirfiat oonpUoated beoauee there Is a small disorientation of 
the eyeoup on the m m  aid# a# the operation# As a précaution# and 
to oarantne this effect more olcMly# thin glaea fibres were attached 
to the eyeoupe of a fbeely MVing erhb in such a way as not to intarm 
fere with #ye neveaent or vision, The angles vdiioh the fibres nede 
with each other and with a atrip# painted down the nidline of the 
oarapaoe of the orah# were Mssured as ooourately os poesihl## Xh 
the intact Minal the eyes are almost alwagrs at a constant angle 
to on# another but the angle between th# eyes and the ncdiM strip#
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jgg# Afferent icpiileee fren neofaeaereoeptore# recorded from the optlo tract during optokinetio nyete^gaue* A similar Inoreaeo in the activity of thee# nerve unite could be obtained by mDOhamioally artiauXnting the eyeoup with the animel in the dark. Ta A# the amaller unit# alec afferent fire# only during the fact phaee (f}• 1# a aimllar nerve tmit in a difteent preparatiem ehccing the oharMterietic irregularity of the reepooae obtained from the mechancreoeptora during eptWdnetio hyetaguua# The reeordlnge were made with eilver electrodee# Scale «1*0 eeccmde#
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cm the oanpeoe varie# with the elii^btly différent poeitictt eeecmed 
after ^ %e eniaml tunia of it# oem aeecrd* Gutting the cptie traet 
changée the poaiticm of the^  eye cm the operated aide# However the 
new angle between the eyee ia maintained when the e y w  change 
their poeitioa relative to the nidline a# the animal novM itself 
or after optokinetio aystagsas# It is not possible to say whether 
the initial diaorientaticm is doe to operatiooal trauma or the 
prevotttioa of propriooeptive or motor infonaatiom whioh nomally 
travels along the optio treet# the disoxientatien does not arise 
fkcm the loes of vision beoauee erehe blinded with blaek paint hold 
their eyes at the normal angle to eeoh other and to the midline# 
Cutting through only the oculomotor nerve j^rodmoea a ^mnge in the 
noxmsl positiom of the ewteoded eye; it now remains in oonetent re» 
latiom to the oarapaoe during the optokinetio movements of the other 
eye# or during motive turning of the aoimel#
5.
Ih the optio traot the nerve iapulses which are most easily 
recorded are from the large effermet anon# during the retraetiom 
reflex# and the massive disWmrge of affermât spikes osueed by pass» 
ing a shadow aoroes the eye# Afferent units witt re^^cose to the 
movements of the visual field in one direotiom were individually 
distinguished in mioro-eleotrode reeordiags# gently moving tba 
eyeoup in the light and in the dark with the elmotrode in the sane 
position# these impulses are established as being visual end not 
from meehanoreoeptors whioh are emoited by tim meveoent of the eye
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Flsups 27a. OooloQotor norve iapuXses which are oovralatcd with optokinetic qyatagaua# The ralativa novemaeta of the ctyocvpa in Â aa& B are ahcwn beneath the raeordinga# A# the iccraaaa of fraquaacy of efferent ispuises at prograaaiwely larger anglaa of deflection during the ale# phase of optekinetic xystagnui# and tfao oentral inhibition during 
tim fast pbaae (f)# B# effaxwnt impulse# which are active only during the fast return phase (f)# C and B the response of two oiferent units of the same ty^ whioh are deserihed in A# to opposite hovmnents of the visual field# The raocrdimgs in C and D were made from the same prsparaticn and without wevtng the electrode; the différent spiha heights of the funstlenally distinct nerve units are caused by cirounstaness at the recording tip# Seale # 1«0 seeands.
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figure 2^# Beeoordinga shewing the sequeaoe of ippiilees In the (XTilooetor nerve whioh are correlated with the alee and fast phases of optokinetio zystagmua. Ths relative novsasnt of the aye oqp is shown beneath the reoordfl# The trmqxmaaj of a number of efferent units inoresses with the progressively larger dsflsotion of the eye during ths slew phase of optokinatie lyataspus# These impulses are inhibited during the dieehargs «Mf the fast phase (f} effarent fibres# Relatively faw neurones fire during the fast phase# Ths reoordiags were obtained with silver electrodes# Seale « 1#0 eeoends#
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during cptokinotio nysta^aos (figure 26)# The visual reeponee to 
ooviog ebmdowe wee eiMued but not o@#lete1y inhibited by foreing 
the by# into its eooioet with no nerves eut# It is not known whether 
thh slight suppression is caused by propriooeptive sensory infloer 
or by the nschaniosl soroeniag effeet ^  the oarepsee#
Bffsrsnt impulses in oouloeotor nerve had a definite relation 
to ths bye novnnsnts during optWdnetio nystagsus# The nerve isyulses 
most often recorded# fire at a sloe irregular rate when the by##bP 
is stationaxy hut more regularly amdULth inorsaslng fkequenqjr as the, 
byeeiq^  moves througf: ths slow phase. They are ooupletely inhibited 
during the fast return phase (figure 27A)» Another type nerve 
unit# mffpexmat^ a fast motor SKon # is active only during the fast 
phase# whan it disehaxgss a rapid burst of impulses at high fkequsoby# 
a# in figure 27B# The oonseeutlve disoharge in the same nerve bundle 
is reeorded wi'tti the silver eleotrodes (figure 28)# A greater ntmdmr 
ef nerve units fire during the slcwr fAsee than during the fast phase 
and it is sijggssted that not only de the bye mmeeles have saparste 
slov and fast motor inoervmtion# but those by# muscles which ooUeet» 
ively produoe the fast phase may share a common fast axon# Behh 
the fast and sloe phase types of neurons have been reported in Qrcopia 
sad other decapods (ifiatexmsn end Piersma 196))#
The effarant ieptlees in the oculomotor nerve are apeoiflc to 
the direction in whl<A ths aye moves as would be exqpeoted of motor 
igpulaes to the ten muscle bloofcs of the eyeoup (figure 270 and D)#
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Ala# the## %a^t# #r# allant whan the eye ia mewed hedi end forth 
in the dexk (figure 29A end 8}# This xeeult end the fhot that wieuel 
reaponeee wee nevw recorded from the oculomotor nerve# ahoww that 
the Impulaee iUuetreted in figure# 27 and 28 could not be efferent, 
e fact whioh ia ueefhl in the emalymia of record# from inteot ereW# 
Sfferemt reaponeee in the oeuloQOtor nerve are uaohanged if the 
eye on the recorded eide la blimdad by cutting through the optio 
tract or painting over the cornea with bleak paint. The earn# ia true 
if the eyeoup on the driven aide ia oompletely removed# me long aa 
the other eye has functional vision# It is Inferred that the effer­
ent commands for the optokinetio aovomssts of both eyes fane a pattern 
whioh is oentrelly initiated and ia maintained by ths flow of purely 
visual stimuli from either eye# without pr^svmoe to any othor reoept» 
ore# The visual input done is transformed to a motor output in re­
latively few motor aasona# over about four orders of magnitude of 
stimulus velocity# It must be remembered that there ere ten eyeoup 
muscle blocks on each side and that during the precise optokinetie 
movements the two eyeoupe move in ths opposite directions relative 
to the midline# Since the motor axons to these muscles originate to 
the brain# and the eptic tract has so far yielded only rem>cnses 
fPom totemeurone sensitive to movement of the visual field it is 
suggested that final integration takes place to the brain# This point 
will be raised again to the discussion with rsferonoe to figure 47#
and ttm ooosldaretlon of tha omrall neural neohanlen of cpteicinetie 
nyatagnua*
4. M t t o t t m  Bf JA# Mfm#"
The feat phase of optokinetio oyetaguue ooours when the motor 
ispulaes driving the slow phase reeoh a oertala frequenqy# This 
frequeoey is different in different preparations heoause of the 
number of separate ausols blocks and different neurones involved#
The stimulus for the onset of ths fast phase does not depend on 
muscle tension or on the position reached by tbs eye# as sheen by 
ths continuation of the normal flow of efferent iepulses when the 
eyeoup of a drlvM eye is oompletely removed or provratod from 
moving or even forced in the opposite direotien# The imcgressive
increase in frequency of impulses# followed by a brief pause during
€which other nsuroq# give a rtcpià burst of spikes# remains exaotly 
as before# These experixasnts eliminate proprioceptors as poesible 
indicators of the appropriate time or place for the flick back but 
other cues which can indicate the eye position will be oonsidered#
The fast phase alweys ooours at aqproximstely the seme eye 
deflection although boto the eye speeds and slip speeds are different 
for different drum speeds# It the rotating drum ia stopped with the 
eye in the middlo of a slow foxvmrd phase# toe fast phase oarmct be 
induced by the movement of a single object aoross the field of view 
or even by gently moving the drum back and forth# However if the 
drum is stopped toen the eye is very near the point at toioh the 
fast phase occurs# the fUcdc back can scsmtimes be elicited by a 
variety of seemingly unrelated stimuli# such as rapidly turning %
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a light on or off, moving the leg#, or gently totiehing the een^aoe 
behind the oertioal groove. %h response to time# stimuli the eyes 
of normal eniule make small scanning msvmmsnta, thought to be 
partial rstrsotions of tha eye, and these msy trigger ths fast phaee. 
Homsver if the spanning movemsnts are partial retraotions ef ths eye^ 
the eye movement eould be paused by efferent Ispulses in the optie 
traot and the ftequsngy of disehargs in the oeulomotor nerve would 
be unohsngsd.
Whether the onset of the fhet phase dspands on sobs measure 
of the visual stimulus to the eye or epom some measure of the 
frequency of ths motor impulses going out to ths eye musoles, or is 
influemeed by both, pan only be tested by alteration of the relation 
between ths stimulus amd ths response. This relatiom is changed shms 
one eye is blinded by painting it over with blaeh paint, or by put­
ting through its optio treet - these operations have the same effeot, 
showing that the oontinuous activity in the optie traot ia not 
necessary for the exeoutiom of optokinetio nystagmus by the driven 
#ye. The optokinetio response of an eye of a normal orsh and the 
response after blinding the eye from which ths measurements were 
taken, is shown in figure 30. At slow drum speeds, the relation 
between sye deflection end overall lag is little (Aamged by blinding, 
and the onset of the fast phase ooours after the same eye deflection 
in eacdi. At higher drum speeds the lyes of a unilaterally blimd orab 
fail to keep sp with the drum, the lag increases to a much greater
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rianre 51. The movememt ef the unrestrained eyeei^ of a noxnal snlmal during the slew phase of optokinetie nystagmus.The single slew phase (progressing from left to right om the reoord) s bounded by two fast phases (f} and is divided by the reeording mechanism into a number of peaks# The distance from the summit of one peak to the summit df the neat repre­sents an eye deflection of apprsmimatoly 2 degrees# laoh divi­sion of the stimulus marker (lewsr trace) oorreiq^omds to ths boundary betweem the blade and white stripes on the drum# A, the eye moves with approximately oonstamt velocity througjhout the slow ohase# 1^  the onset of the fast phase (right side of reoord j is deliyod at a higher drum speed# Ç, at high drum speeds the initial portion of ths slew phase takes place but the fast phase does not occur, the eye being held in the direction of ths moving stimulus by the animal# Scale «10#0 seconds#
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extent during the last part of the slew phase and the fast phase 
ie delayed* Ths onset of the fast phaee in normal animals is 
delayed in the same way as in unilaterally blinded animals bat 
at relatively hi#^r drum iqpseds (figure 31 }• Hoeever the onset 
of the fast phase in all oases ooours at #wro%imately the earns 
angle of eye deflection# Therefore a xnsasurs of the total nuabsr 
of stripes which have slipped past V m  eye is not the stimulus which 
produces the fast phase* In all the oleotrophysiologioal esperismmts, 
the only factor wbWi could bo related to the onset of the fast 
phase was the inoreased frequency of the efferwt impulses# Blind tag 
an eye or iaoreasiag the drum cpeed are both operations with reduce 
the offset of the stisHilus causing tho rosponoe and results in the 
dtligr of the fast phase# A similar dolcy of the fast phase occurs 
after maiqr r^ititions of the ^toklnetio re^gxmse elicited by slow 
drum speeds, but this mqy be due to a rise in the threshold of the 
fast lAasc trigger mechanism#
Ths above svddsooe points to a central fost phase Initiating 
meohanlsm which is sonsltivw to the frsquency of the efferent 
ispulses going to ths eye musdcs# There are however oertain 
nsuromasoular anomalies which ariie out of the theosy that a eritieal 
frequency of discharge in ’Use oouloeotor oMPve is the trigger for the 
fast phase and these will be considered in the discussiofi#
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FLmre 33m Qptoklnetlo qymtagmua of the bllxided eye of a unilaterally blinded orab# A* movement of the blinded eye (leeer trace) In reeponee to the normal eye following a etriped drum vhioh ia moving in a olookeiae direotion# B, movement of the blind eye in reeponee to forcing the normal eye (upper trace) in an anti«*clookwiae direotion in front of a striped stationary visual field. The eye movements mere monitored using the lever meoording system described in figure 3 idiioh shows the slow and fast (f) phases of the optokiaetio i^ta^^nis. The uneveness of the record^ eye movement during the slow phase is due to the imperfect articulation between the eyecup and the monitoring lever.Scale «1.0 seconde.
L potion IV
Foroed Movement of the gyocop.
1 • The reeponee to foroed movement.
A or&b unilaterally blinded on the left side and presented 
vitii a visual field whioh moves Around it from its left to its 
right side makea normal optokinetic uyatav^ Bus of both eyecupa at 
1cm drum speeds. Xf^ instead, the animal is presented with a 
stationary visual field of black and white stripes and the normal light 
eye is gently and cXowly forced to the left, (towards the midline), 
the blinded left eye esoeoutes optokinetic nystagmus with slow forward 
and fast return phai^s as th ugh in response to a visual field moving 
to its right, and the e^ e^cqps move in the opposite direotion so that 
the animal squints. The arrangeoient is shown in figure >2 and 3jA 
and B. The eiqplanatiDn lies in the fact that the visual information 
wh ioh normally produces the rei^n&e is the relative movement of the 
black and white strir^o around the eye. Evidently in this situation 
the eye oaxsiot dlstlnguich between movement of the environment to 
the right and movement of itself to the l^t relative to the carapace.
Any other non»vlsual sei.60xy input from proprioceptors or meohanoreoeptors 
of the eyeoifs, st&tocysts or legs, wiiich mi^t have given a clue 
to the central nervous system as to the true movement of the eyeoi%>, 
appears to be oospletely disregarded. In a sisiilar unilaterally blind* 
ed animal the seeing eye can be stopped in the middle of the slow phase 
by a vertical peg iield in Its path. %hen this happens the blinded eye 
Increases itsqpeed in accordance with the new slip speed (Figure 3k>)^
f f f.
1 f I r
Pleure 3L. The ohange in the veloodty of the laorezaeiit of the uBrestralDed blind eye of e unllaterelly blinded orab, in reapooe# to preventing the movement of the seeing eye during the sloe phase of optokinetio zysta^pws# Two oosg>leto sloe phases (pro­gressing from left to right on the reeord) and three fast phases (f) are shorn. The aloe phases are divided Into a nuodber of peaks by the recording mechanism and the distance from peak to peak represents an eye defleotlom of approximately  degrees. A# the movement of the blind eye when the seeing eye is not restricted and B the movement of the blind eye showing the increase in its velocity after restraining (r) the seeing Ay*; the drum speed remains cone tant throughout. The increased veloolty of the blind ^  eye in B can be explained by the inoreased slip speed caused by not allowing the seeing eye to move in the sans direction as the drum and so reduce the a^arent movement of the drum. No account is taken of proprioceptive eues idiioh oouldÿorm the animal that the seeing eye was motionless. Seale #1.0 minutes.
ahowing again that propriooeptlva infbaaatlan about the rate of 
movement of the seeing eye relative to the oarapaoe la not taken 
into aoQount.
In normal animale with contr&ating objeota in the vleual 
field, a foroed dlaplaocnicnt of one eyeoiip caueea only .snail 
oppoaito dieplaoeoent in the other eye oup, which la quickly brov^t 
baidc to iti- resting position foUoeed aoatetiaea by email oeciUationa. 
However, if the paeclve eye (the w e  not being foroed) la planed 
ineide a portion of & tadûe teimia ball and therefore only sees a 
blank field, it moves in the opposite direotion (i#e. olookwies) 
to whicdi the fbroedeye is being moved (i.e. anticlockwise), in the 
same way as the blinded eye deeoribed above, and the animal scpiints. 
Therefore, the suppression of the optoaotor response in normal ozwbe 
during foroed movement of one eye is by Visual not by proprioceptive 
information, and occurs only when there are stationary contrasting 
objeots in the visual field. However, as emphasised in the diaouesion, 
a alight scanning aovcoent and small oscill&tionB of the blind eye are 
not syppresaed.
2. Y1m*1 ■tm>rwBloa ttf optmpmtUk wrrtagau»
Visual suppression of optokinetio nystagmus can also be shown 
electropbysiologically. An electrode is placed in the oculomotor 
nerve on the operated side of a unilaterally blinded crab and the intact 
opposite eye is moved clowly in one direction (i.e. doofcwiee) in front 
of a stationaxy vimml field. The ensuing efferent impulses recorded 
from the oculomotor nerve of the blinded eye are those normally record­
ed when the environcxmt moves in the direction opposite to the forced
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FiiTura 35. Ooulomotor nerve Ispuleee of e unileterelly blinded oreb during foreed ejre movement# A, efferent iApulee# from e blinded eye during the foroed movement of the normal eye. Be reoord# from ttie same eye when both eye# are able te #ee, the efferent activity i# now depreeeed# Scale m 0#) seconde#
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IMHiitlMi of tho optoklDotlo impul###hy vl#%ml input trom tte ipsilatoral #y#, ## i* & o f  fi^uru j8#A ■•soure of the A%qu#ney 1# ohteined by oouutinf the i^puleee ever the half eeeoaA periods ending at the peinte# 3he reeponee of the unilaterally blinded animal ie oharaoterietio in that the impelee frequeo#y arieee ae the alee phase ef eptekinetie hyeta#eue progreeeee# Da eentraet# the reeponee in the nenmCL animel falle off after the first teo eeeoade of imposed mevement and beoomee irregular# Xa h e ^  eurvee the point X indieatee the removal of the fseeing peg and the oonsequent reversal ef the direetien of mevement# Ihe aetual oeseatiom ef the formed mevement and of the moving viemal stimulus oeeure at shout the peak ef the reepeoee of the unilaterally blinded smime).
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Pi&uT# 5/. XUd^bitloA iQT vimwml iaput frai th# #ontr»l&ter#l my# a# in of figure 38* The reeponee of the norael eniael ie ageim euppreeeed^ ee im Ipeilaterel imhlhltlom but thle do DO# hee ite origin in the oppoeite eye# Beoauee the foreing speed ie leee the pregreeeive riee in frequeaflgr oeeure more eleeijr then im figure 36# %h the normal animal there ie the eame irregularly ae in ipeilaterel inhibitien efen though the inhihitiag vieuel Information is relayed from the oontra» lateral unfereed eye# Pereed mevement ende at the peak of the euree and the point 1 oatke the removal of the foreing peg ee that mevement in the pppoeite direotion can ooour# Frequenoiee are ealeulated ae in figure 36#
«yeoup aovment (!••# antlolook#!##). The eeae eppareat meveemmt of the 
vlmual field oeoure ia both oaeee# ae explaiaed in figure 32 and 33»
Before the eye ie reverelbly blinded# the ifipuleee are eigqpreeeed 
(figure 35#)» The faot that the eye mueelea on the foreed eide tend to 
^xpeee the direotion of foreed movement^ and are therefore euhjeet to 
far greater teaeion than during a noraal aloe phaee# doee not affeet 
the <H>tohinetio oyetag^eue lapulee rate nor the oneet of the faet return 
phaee in the ooulonetor nerve of the other# blinded eye ae ia figure 29»
Zf both ayee eee a field eontaining oontraet and one ie foroed to 
nove^ tkm efferent aetivity ia the oeulomotor nerve ef both the ipeilaterel 
(foroed) and the contralateral eye ie auoh leee than that in a normal 
optoaotor reeponee of the eame rate ee the foroed mevement# ae ehoen by 
the frequenoiee in figuree 36 and 37» Boimal efferent dieohargee can be 
again elicited merely by holding the paeeive aye oloeed ia ite eoohet or 
by surrounding it by a table tennis ball# both of ehi<Ai treatments re- 
vereibly blind the eye in theee egperimente» The eiqperimente show that 
in one oaee ùt inhibition# here eallod ipeilaterel (figure 36)# shioh ie 
the more pronounced# the relative mevwent aoreee the ri^it mye ehioh 
pereeivee a moving field eete off a ri^t aye optokinetio fysta^mue W&ioh ie 
oountoraoted by différent visual information from the left my#» Similarly 
in the other form of inhibition# here oalled contralateral (figure 37) the 
left eye seee a moving field and initiates optokinetio zyetagms but ^le 
conflieting visual information from the right eye inhibits the efferent 
oonmands to itself and to the moving left eye so that qptokinetie xyetageue 
is not maintained. The two %ypes of suppression are ehoen diagramnatioally
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IWjjoMf 38. Ip#ilat#rml «ad eootraXataral iahibitlon of th# •low phomo of optoklnotio lyotafoua# offoroat lapuXsoo In tho oouloMtor aowoo oro imhlbitod (•) bor wlmaol Infonotlon ffom tho ooM ojo (j^allmtorol inhibition)» Tbo initial oxoltntoij olgnnl# (♦) oom# from tho oontrolatoral forood oyo (f)# tho oyo from which tho rooordiiid 1# modo 1# now tho forood ono (oontrolotorol inhibition)! tho inhibitory wlouol infonotlen (•) 1# mow Isomod tgr tho oomtrolmtorol (rl^t) oyo which not only imhlblts It# own novomont but oloo that of tho forood oyo (f)» %h «11 ooooo orwowo from tho #yoo to tho brain (CSS) indiooto offoront viouol oxoltotion and arrowo from tim broln imdloato tho optohlnotie offoroat lopulooo# Tho olootrodo (o) rooordo from tho oomo ooiilomotmr norwo ond from tho oomo optoklmotlo noroo unlto im both oaporimamto.
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l#ft #y# blinded mod doe* not pereeltre •pperent eoveeent
left eye eoees to right pmet st«tlonery striped visual field.
left eye moves to left past ststlonary striped visual field
mechanicalsubtraction
^  to left movement“  Intemeurone
apparent movement of visual field to left
right eye forced#
«■ mechanical
[1central motor Interneurone slov phase to left
"M  subtr «otlon -- X--
proprioceptors
no central effect
apparent movement of visual field to right central motor Interneurone slow phase to r}ght
to right movement intemeurone J
I no central e f f e c t | ^ ~ ^proprioceptors
left eye moves to left
left eye moves to right
right eye Ismoves to left
right eye attempts to move to right
FlRtige The inferred neural oeehaniea involved in thesuppression of optokinetic oystsgpnis by sn eyo which perceived s stationary visual field* In the seheme the right eye is forced to the left which induces an apparent movement of the visual field to the right. This sets off the slow phase of optokinetic nystagpws idiich tends to drive both eyes to the right* The left eye begins to move to the right past the stationary striped visual field* (1) inducing an apparent movement of the field to the left* An opposite optokinetic response is initiated and the left eye now begins to move to the left past the stationary striped visual field (2) which reinforces (2) the instructions of the right eye* If the left eye ia blinded (broken lines) or is not allowed to move it does not initiate an opposite optokinetic response when moving past the stationary visual field* Proprioceptors appear to play no part*
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PjjOMT# UOm Tbm eff#ot of m atationaxy tIbvmI fi#ld# th# aninaiDi ^ f t  eye is subjeoted to # moving visual field but its optokinetio response is siqppressed hj the rl^t eye viewing a stationaxy visual field. the right eye is prevented from making small incipient movements in relation to the stationaxy environment and the animate left eye now exeoutes optokinetio stagnas in response to the moving stimulus.
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in figure 3Ô*
A stetlooasy oentreetiag field can therefore exert an inhibitory 
effbot# but this doee not mean that patteme whioh are etetionaxy relative 
to the eye initiate vieuel iepuleea# Sleetrepl^iologloal aeelyaia ahowa 
that the effarent iegulaea whioh cause movement of the paeeive eye are in# 
hibited only after they have fired and therefore caused some movement of 
the eyeoep# ae in figures 36 and 37*
Ite irregder dieoherge ef the efferent impulses in the inhibited 
eye eegr be a sign of oseiUation although rapid oscillations are prevented 
by the neural inertia which daaps eye movements during eptokinetie nystagmus# 
The initial movement of the eyecup facing the stationaxy visual field is 
small end barely perceptible but it is suffioiest to show that tim environ# 
meat which is statiemaxy relative to the one eye is net suffiniemt stimmlus 
to prevent the other weeing eye from following a moving visual field# It 
is therefore suggested that the passive eyecup begins to obey the efferent 
comnands initiated by the foroed aye# but as soon as it moves in the 
direotion diotated it pwceives the environment moving in the opposite 
direction# As the passive eye now correots its mistahe# the oorreotion 
movement produoes an environmental shift agreeing with that seen by the 
artificially moved eye# This stops the suppression of the efferent inform» 
atiom and so ismediately re-introduces the opposite visual input# The 
inferred mechanism is shown im figure 39#
The same phenomenon can be shown behaviourally by allowing a normal 
animal to view a stationary contrasting field with one aye and a rot#ting 
visual field with the other (figure 40)# The opt^ciaetio response of both 
eyes is suppressed# If the eye wstWüng the stationary field is prevented
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Figure 42. The of etoppimg tho â r m  half-wiegr throughthe slew phaee and them Mmitarily ewitohiag off the % e  eye is allowed to move through 8 degrees (i#e# four peaks) of a 12 degree slow phaee before the drum is stepped at ^Small iiioiplont movements are made hgr the ejeh idiioh prewenta it from re turning to its original position# Switohing off the light (b) for a short time results in the eye mowing baok towards its original position shown hX the fact that the eye travels through 6 degrees before the onset of the fast phaee (f ) when the drum is restarted at The slew phaee progreeeee from left to right in the record# Scale # 1#0 minutes#
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Plfcur# W .  Angular daflaotiooa of tht ^yo ahouing tb# •ffoot of a topping tho draa half may through tho aloe phaaa of optWdAotlo ayatagmua# Tho trtangloa ahoe tho nomeal #ya deflootioa during Xhm aloe forward phaao ending In tho faat rotum phaao# At point 4  ^ ho drum la atoppod and tho oyo la rlaually lockod In thla position (olroloo and oquaroo)# At point B tbo light la oeltohod off a%&d tho oyo moroa h a ^  toearda Its oomal posltlom (olralos)# until at point 0 tho light is aeitohod on a^^dn and tho oyo novonont is arroatod#
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from making small movamanta hy holding it tight to tha oêonpaom without 
iapadia# its viaiam# thava ia now no W&ihitiom of tha ^toldnatia hyatagmua 
of tha ay# ahloh viaaa tha moving fiald#
3* *^TrTfllM fff m  MT—rnti tr tUmiA
Tha rolo af visual stimuli in psmvanting ays aovamaats asm ba shown 
hy rotating tha drum until ttm ayas sra approximstaly two thirds af tha tmy 
through tha normal slav phaaa of optokinetio i^ataipsus and than stopping tha 
drum ahruptly. Tha ayas sra than bald for long pariods of tima in this 
position ty tha animals o m  maohmnisma# Sansitiva maasuramants show that 
tha tyaa# whan visually laohad two thirds of tha m y  through tha slam 
phaaa# rapaatadly bagin to mova slaaly bank but aftar a movamant af about 
0# ^  ratuxns aaoh tima to tha asms# or almost tha asms# "bald ovar" poaim 
tion (figura 4i)* Tha axplanaüon of thaaa small aya axoursions lias in 
tha fact that any alow mavmmant of tha ayaeup# oanaad by tha fatigua of tha 
aya muaalaa, immadiataly induoaa an anvironmantal movamant in tha apposita 
diraoticm and a aubaoquant cptokimatio rasponaa. Wham tha lights iddoh 
illumimata tha strips# of tha stationaiy drum sra switohad off# tha aya 
raturns at ones to its normal position (figura 42 and 43). Homavar with 
tha lights on tha drift of tha ay# baak to its normal rasting position is 
not so slow as tha alowast mavamant of tha drum whiah can produaa an 
optokinatlo rasponae#
Tha abova ragponsa providaa an intarasting axampla of tha 
own movamant# oausing an optokinatio rasponaa and will ba furthar diaouaaad 
in oonnaotion with tha prlnelplaa of tha ra-affaranaa thaory#
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f j g y  hk. %hpul### in the oeuXamatw aorva ahowing tha inhibition of tha optokinatia motor lapulaaa during tha ratraatlom raflam# Tha eorra^andlng movaaanta of tha gyaa art ahum bamaath tha raaorda* A and raapcnaaa 
tram a unilatarally blindad animal# Aatlvitgr maa raooadk ad from tha oculomotar narva of tha blindad aya# ahioh ma alaa tha aya iaduead to ratraot# Xa A tha aya warn again aztandad immadiataly aftar tha ratraatiom# but in 
1 it waa ratainad within tha aoohat by tha animal# Xh aaoh oaaa tha gya position and tha fraqiiamqy of tha optokinatio iapulaaa art lypromimataly tha aama bafara aa aftar tha ratraatiom# C and raq^omaaa aa in A and B but from a normal animal# bhan tha gya is aactaadad immadiataly aftar tha ratraatiom# as in C# thara ia a partial a^ppraaaiam of tha optokinatio rasponaa# Jh b^ aftar ratrsotlom tha gya was bald oloaad into tha aodhat by tha animals oam maahaniama# Tha ^tokiaatia iapulaaa arm raaumad at tha aama rata aa b^ora but sra inhibitad pargipharmlly# A constant drum apaad la maintaiaad throu#*»» out tha aaparimant#la tha abova axparimonts tha gya ia ratraatad in a diraation oppaaita to tha rotation of tha drum^ aa that ita movamant during aztansion induoaa an appsraat slowing down of tha drun and supprasaas tha optokinatio atianlua# botstian of tha drum in tha oppaaita diraation would ba axpaatad to giva tha oppaaita off act# Saalaa # 0#5 saoanda»
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Th. latgraaUoa of the Ew i i o m m .
Oqo of the aost iotereetlng aepeota of the interaotion betweem
iV\the retraotioo reflex and opt<^clnetio nyatmgmua la demonstrated /^ the follow­
ing way; The eye# of s unilstersUy blinded anlaasl are allowed to travel 
half-way through the slow forward phase of optokinetio nystagmus and then 
the drum is stopped, at which point the eye becomes visually looked onto 
the druBw The blinded eye is now Induced to retract while the seeing eye
remains unaffected# the blinded eye comas out of its socket it
returns to its previous position half way through the forward phase# All 
information indicates that this position is not controlled proprioceptively 
from the position of the seeing eye but that there has been a temporary 
central block of the centrally determioed frequency of motor iigpulses 
which determine the position of,s blinded eye#
dleotroi^siolQgioal recordings from the ooulonotor nerve on the 
side where the eye retraction is induced, shows that after a brief but
total central inhibition, the efferent impulses whioh produce the slow
phase of optokinetic nystagnais resume their firing (figure 44A to D)# The 
stimulus of moving itripes is maintained throughout the experiment#
The interaotion of the reflexes of unilaterally blinded animals is 
different from that of normal animals# If in unilaterally blinded animals 
the blinded eye is induced to retract, after a pause the efferent optokin­
etic impulses are resumed at the same rate as before, or slightly faster, 
regardless of whether the eye remains retracted or is re-extended to its
lOif.
position bsforo rstmetion# as in figure 44A oospszed with B# In the 
intact snimsl the rate of firing de ere sees after a period of central 
inhibition if the eye is rweztenied» but ineresaes if the eye remains 
retracted# as in figure 44C and D* There is therefore a partial in» 
hibition of the optsmotor response caused by the re«extension of the 
normal eye# boause its movsmsnt in the same dizeetion as the drum effbot* 
ively slows dawn or s$epa the nett visual stimulus from the moving drum# 
Psripherel inhibition mmst be playing a part in animals shioh da 
not rsmezteiid the eyes after the initial retraction because the optcmotor 
efferent impulses resf^sr at the termination of the central Inhibition 
but the eyeeup does not aove^ (figure 44B and Z>)# Inhibition of thm 
mevemsnt of one qye ty the conflicting visual Infermation received by 
the other is again demonstzeted by these «primante# and will be further 
considered in the discussion#
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Figure 45# High frequency tremor and scanning movements of the eyecups# A, the combined noise level of the recording system# B, the movements of the eye when it is confronted with a plain white visual field# C, scanning movements (s) Induced by the introduction of a 5 cm black disc into the visual field between the animal and the white backgzouns, and (t) by tapping the bench# The eye movements in response to the black disc %#are only produced by the introduction of the black disc and not by its removal from the visual field# The response rapidly adapts# The eye movouents induced by tapping the bench also adapt if the taps are rapidly repeated# The scanning movements are thought to be partial retractions of the eye# 0, partial suppression of the high frequency tremor when the animal is surrounded by a striped visual field# £, the record obtained with tha flag of the recording apparatus attached to the carapace, The similarity of this record with A (the cood^ined noise level of the system) indicates the extent of the eye movements in B,C and 0# Horizontal scale m 30#0 seconds, vertical scale » l#0 degrees#
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Three other typua of previously undeserlbed eye mov e m ts# distinot 
from the sloe smd fast phase of optokiiietio oystsg;eus# occur while the 
snlasls are perfeetly still. As mamoals exhibit similar moveosnts# ^le 
seme nemsnolnture has boom used (Alpem 1962).
These are fins oscillatory movemants of the eysoup having an 
siilituae of 0.05 degrees to 0.2 degrees at a frequency of approximately 
2 ops. This movement can be demonstrated to be visually signifleant by 
providing the animal, with different vistml flel^ Tremor movements of 
the eysoup are as much as 0.2® In a plain white environment but are re­
duced to approximately 0.09* when the animal is surrounded by a visual 
field of black and white stripes as shown by the ocnparlson of B with C 
in figure 49# Aram this result we infer tlw^ t there is a mschanima which 
could provide stslk-^yed erustsoea with the means of perceiving contrast­
ing objects in a stationazy visual field.
2, tmintur yfiwflffrtat mitutnti»
ÜMM a n  ■on — t a o f ^ppradaatoljr O.gf* la  o itlw r d in o tio a>  H ay
are so irregular In their appcsranoe and amplitude that it has not beeh 
possible to show whether or not they are related to vision. By thslr sise 
It would seem that they must be# although the eye does not necessarily 
Immediately return to its starting position after such a movement.
3. "«M— f  .
If an animal Is presented with a plain white vimml field and a
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2#; om diameter blaok dleo le Xomered into the rieuel field the «ye# 
mehe ripid eidenejB eoena eeigr from the mldliae of between 0#JP to 1#0^ 
end then return to their original poeltiom# The eoen ie not repeated toen 
the object ie rapidly removed and beoomee loee pronounoed wito repented 
re-introduetion and vitodrawal of toe diee from the rieuaX field. A diee 
introdmoed eloedy hae little or no effect • The eeme type of eideweye 
eoan# eometinea more pronouDoed (i#e. up to 5*0*)^ be produoed by 
eharply tapping the olanp holding the animal# With repetition the etimulue 
again beoomee ineffeotiee. Theee eoanning movemente eeem to be a partial 
retraotiem of the eiyeowp# indneed by photio or vibratory etinuli. hetreetm 
lom of the eye oaueed by photic stimuli wee reperted by Be the (l897e).
The viemal eignifloanoe of the eoanning hae not been aeeeeeed but that the 
ecane oauee apparent movement of the environment ia euggeeted by the 
expérimenta on the initiation of the feet phase and also the interaotion 
between the retraction reflex and <^tokiaetic nyetagaue.
4 . m rw n l#  flMrtPff . « t . — .
Aoourate moAeuremente of eye movemente produced by very alow drum 
epeede show toat the eye frequently nakoe short excursions in either 
direction. Theee movements are sigmrinposod upon the overall movement 
of the sloe phase and beooms mors pronounced at lew drum epeede (Figure 46 
A to D). The dye mevomsmts nay indicate the limitatiooe of toe control 
ayetem related to such low drum epeede and their signifioance is oomeidered 
in the dieoussion.
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F i i w  ^ 7* (%po#it#)# A mntmPiTf of tho inforrod xoXatioop» ohip# be t w in eatltiee whioh o n  b# dietlnipaiahod ty Urn nethods w^ploywd in WL# inewetlgetiom* with ewpheeim on the neural meehamieme involved during the alow end feet pheeee of optokinetio aystegpeie in the normal animal# The inhibitory relationehlp of the retraotlon and retention of the eye into the soeket to the qptoldLnetie meohaniame are aleo ehown# The etimuli In the eoheme are eurrownied ty a do%d>le line# In, the etihulue eituatione Where the aeeing eye ia^ foroed or prevented troa moving# optokinetio tgretag^ mie ae ehown ty the plan will only be produoed in unilaterally blinded oraba#. %pe novementa during aetive turning are inolitdedi the initiation of theee movemente ie regarded to be of oentral origin#
Discussion gwttffl» I
TTit fTrrml “** ooatroi « v f .
The general plan of the oontrol ayete# inferred from the expérimente 
on optokinetio pyetagmue ie outlined in figure 47# The mevementa ef the 
eye in following the vieual field reducee the movement of the field
and thia ie the only overall feedbaek loop vhich hae been found. This oleeed 
loop feedbaok eystem (lütteletaedt i960) ie quite different from the ewvo- 
mechaniem eysteme whioh have been prppoeed for the optomotor reeponeee of 
ineeote (Kalmue 1949)# beoauee in the crab the angular defleotion of the eyee 
lag inoreaeingly behind that of the drum. Sevo-meehanieme# ohareoterieed by 
a constant and not inoreaeing lag between the eye and the target ewy obour in 
mammals share the eye fixates on the moving etimulue# An analyeie of oeeill- 
atory movements of the human eye hae ehosm (Fender and Bye 1961 ) that retinal 
and proprioceptive feedbaok loope pl#y eeparate roles in the aervo-meohaniam 
controUiag the eye movemente# but there ie still no direot evidence for the 
function of the prc^riooeptors in mammal e (Whitteridge# personal omemmination# 
1963)# Ih oraba there is a constant relationship between the stimulus and the 
response of each eye ever a wide range of drum epoede in spite of the fact 
that the maqy eye muscles ef the eyeoupe move ^10 two eyee in cq;>poeite directions 
through about 12^ relative to the midline# There must be a consistent and pre* 
eiee central neural compensation for non-linearities which are inherent in the 
effector system#
The closed lo<^ system of the crab eye oontrol system is converted into an 
open chain system by cutting the optic tract om one side of the animal or by
blinding one eye with bleak paint# hovement of the blinded eye does not now
affect the stimulus ii^ut to itself# However the eye still sioves in a
controlled way# and the only notioeable diffbreno# is
//2
that the onset ct the feat phase ia delayed# Cptokinetioally prodaeed 
aye movenanta# Aerefore# appear to be ecntroUed almoat entirely by the 
integration ef iapuleea from viaeal one way Movement iatemeuroaea end 
do not depend upon praprieoeptlve feedbaok from the movemente ef the 
eyeeap# More aoourate meaaurementa are needed from umilaterally blinded 
oraba before an estimate earn be mede of the iaportamoe of the visual 
fbedbaek to a normal moving ay##
The fast retum phase of nyata^pme is not dépendant on the duration 
or amount ef mym deflsotlon# or on the possible meohanoreoeptors of the 
ayeatalk asseehly or eysoap# The response originates in the brain# 
independent of the prsaenee of the ay# end is thought to be set off by a 
threshold rsquenay in the motor neurones W%i<A drive the eptomotw response# 
and not at a flmsd position or partieular visual input# There is some 
evidenoe that the visual movement reoeptors ef both eyes are important in 
determining the threshold ef the trigger msohanism# The oontrol aystsm 
of the fast phase appears to have a saparate internal feedback loop which 
briefly inhibits the alow system during the fast phase#
Seflex retraction is clearly m  over-riding rapid rs^Mmee independ­
ent of the form of the input above eertain well defined thresholds and also 
independent of the ezistense of the effeotori Ths two sides of tte 
act separately# The <^tokinstio rssponsea are centrally sapprsssed during 
the fast withdrawal ef the eye and in a unilaterally blinded the
blind eye returns to the same plsoe in the are of the slew phase from whicdi 
it retraeted#
II?
This shows that rstraotion iavolvss only taaporoiy suppression of ths 
•ffaots of ths effarent outflow and not oanoellation of it# Peripheral 
inhibition can ooour if the ays ia held in its soskst after the initial 
retraotioo# shils the oontralateral eye continues the optokiastio response#
iMparest novensnt of the visual field during the fast protective 
retraotien of the eye and the fast phase of optokinetio nyetagpus does not 
initiate am eptokinetie repponse beoauee in both oases the slew efferent 
ispulses are oantrally soppreseed# Thus even if there were visual ezoit- 
ation this would not be able to take effect# Xh addition to the oentral 
inhibition of the slow efferent ispulses it is possible that the novesents 
of the eyes are too fast during both retraction and the fast phase to 
produee an effective visual stimulus#
Foroed meveasnts of the eyeevps cause a relative movement ef the 
visual field and all eaqperiaents show that eyestalk proprioceptors pley 
no part#
%ps movements during active turning of ths animal are interpreted 
in figure 47 to be centrally initiated# bcoairae the fast phase occurs 
first and without the preliminary build up of efferent ispulses in the 
oculomotor nerve which aooompanies the slow phase# This will be consider­
ed in greater detail later#
//A.
Section IX 
The laote of ertdwioe for nroarlooeotor».
Methylene blue staining of the eyeoupe of Caroinus doee not 
reveal any epecial propriooeptive organe» although other nerves stain 
well. The lack of standard proprioceptors is not aurprising because 
the joint b tween the eyeoup and the eystalk flK>v^ s in all directions 
aSid could not be ef actively monitored by muscle or ucndon receptor 
meohanibsoB found in the mmj skeletal joints of Cructaoea» The failure 
to reveal anatomioal evidence for proprioceptors in the eyestalks end 
eyecupa agrees with the experimental evidence» which shows that laovmBenta 
of the eyes relative to the environment are alwfys interpreted by the 
animal aa movements of the environment regardless of any foroed movements 
or restrictions imposed on the eye. also forced movement of an eye which 
does not see because it is either shown a blank field or put in darkness# 
produces no movement of the opposite» blinded eye. For is there any change 
in the frequency of efferent impulses in the oculomotor nerve of the blinded 
eye under these circumstances. Muscle tension therefore» plays no part 
in the oontrol system.
Movement of the eye both in the light and in the dark produces 
afferent discharges from tfie meohanoreoeptors on the outiole» hut removal 
of briàtlea from around the eyes and from the eyoupa of Qarcinus has no 
effect on the positions maintained by the eyes or on the eye movement# 
althsugh^these operations it was impossible to remove the hairpeg organs 
or the fine hairs which are distributed over the surface of the eye end 
both these senailla types must be sensitive to movements of the eye and 
movements of the water surrounding the animal, as a mechanism for monitoring
I IS
ths #y# wvaasnt th# hair peg wouXA be limited beoauee thia
type of orgaa ia very eeaaitlve to dlatmbeBoea ef the eurreunâiBg 
medium (Lavereek 1)62)# Ttwy could not mooitor the position of the 
byeewp relative to the eyeetalk#
The outioular receptors most likely fulfill a oleaneing or 
proteotiee funotion# The hair peg organe are eituated only on the 
expoeed surfaoee of the eye and can produce the retraction of the eye 
in responee to dieturbanoee ia the eater around the animal# The 
brietlee probably prevent foreign partioXee from entering the eye 
socket and they are eo orientated ae to sweep out the eye socket when­
ever the eye ie extended# The functions of the fine haire# the feather 
hairs on the surfaces of the eyeeup and eyeetalk# and the bipolar oeXle 
in the arthrodial membrane of the eyeoup Joint# are not known and there 
ie no eleetrc^hywiologioal evidenoe available#
A eystem of oontrol in which the movemmxte of the eyee are deduced 
from visual oues ie suggested by previous eoqperimente on other Crustacea 
(Sohdtae 1952)# and there ie no evidence of the propriooeptive monitoring 
of the eye movements# Zn Caroinus tonic efferent impulses in the 
oculomotor nerve have been observed to fire with constant frequency fer 
periods of to twelve hours# provided that the eye ie held by the 
animal in the same position# Aleo# eyee engaged in eptokinetie nyetagmne 
bear a more constant angular relationship to each other than to the carapace# 
This euggeets that the poeitione of the eyee are govened by a central 
mechaniem which sends balanced frequenoiee of nerve impulses to the eye 
muscles of the two sides# rather than by an error controlled mechaniem
whioh momitoro the eotual position of the eyooiqp with xwlatlon to the 
hoed# Again# after reflex retraotlon# a blinded eye retume to ite 
poeition half wey through the elow phaee of the optokinetio reaponee 
where it had been provioualy looked by stopping the drum# This never 
heptane if the seeing eye of the eeme animal ie artifioAally brought 
to the earns position half way throu^^ the slow phase# Therefore the 
return of the blind eye to the position optokinetioally determined 
by the seeing eye does not depend on a propriooeptive monitoring 
eystem# It ie euggeeted from this evidenoe that in Caroinus. ae in 
other Crustaoea# movemente of the eyee are oontroUed by visual eues# 
and the positions of the OF## are governed by the frequanoy of the 
efferent oonmande in the ooulonotor nerve which in turn are set off 
and maintained by the visual input#
There is aleo evidenoe of a central pacemaker system idiioh ie 
uninterrvytcd by the retraction reflex# and which acta reciprocally 
on paired motor centres wliioh in turn operate the two sides# as 
illustrated by the separate points of inhibition in Figure 47# How­
ever in crabs in which the optic tract has been out on the one side 
and the oculomotor nerve out on the other# the control of the blinded , 
Sye msy be by propriocoptere in place of the visual feedbaok# This 
possibility cannot be excluded#
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Section III
Tho upper cad low* liait» of the retponae end the omet of tho toot nhmw.
A definite upper and lower lixalt of the optokinetic response
exists and it is of interest to consider what part of the control
system breaks down and causes the failure of the response#
The lowest limit of the response is taken as being a slip speed
of 0#0007^/sec# because below this point the relationship between the
stimulus and the response is changed as shown in figwe 24# An 
absolute threshold below which there is no response is not reached 
because this is beyond the capabilities of the apparatus# The eye 
responds» but (toes not cosq>lete a slow phase, at a drum speed of 
appxoximatoly 0#00025^/sec (i.e# one revolution in approximately 40 
hours)# A complete slow phase would take approximately t w  hours 
at this dma speed and this is probably beyond the ability of the 
neuromuscular system#
An interesting oscillation of the eye takes place at the low 
drua speeds# These oscillations are superimposed on the overall 
slow movement of the eye and are interpreted as the breakdown of the 
effector system# It is inferred from this that during the slow phase 
the eye muscles cannot move the eye forwards by such small amounts 
as would be necessary at low stimulus speeds# The eye is apparently
H 8
moved too fer fomaris end iaduoee an opposite optokinatio atimulna 
by eey of the visuel feedbaok loop# and thia eppoeite pptokinetie 
atiaulua retume the eye to ite atartiag point# A dr%m rotating 
alovdy oloofcidae will tend to daoreaee the (^tokiaatio atinulue 
oaueed by the forward# clookviee# moan of the nye# and increaee 
the optokinetio etimulue iaduoed by the baekmaxd# aatioloekwiee 
aoan of the eye# The eoanning movements of the nye tend in thie 
w#y to reinforoe the etimulue from the moving drum# Tha natural 
tendency of the oloaed loop gyetm to oeoillate in thie w^y at even 
higher epeWe is prevented by the neural inertia of the eptokinetie 
reepomso whieh oauees the eye to carry on meving for up to ton eeoonde 
after the stimulus has stopped# It would be interesting to coapare 
the very slew eye movements of normal crabs with the slow eye move* 
mente of unilaterally blinded crabs beoauee in the blinded crabs the 
feedback Ixxq) is open and forms a chain system# The movement of ths 
blinded eye# if driven by e etati<mary seeing eye# would be expected 
to show lose contrelled movemante at the slow speeds and an absence of 
the corrective oscillations# because no visual fsedbaok to the blind 
eye is possible# No experiments have bees dons with this preparation# 
Some measure of the visual acuity can be gained dam the least 
movement noceseory to elicit the optdtinstie response but ^ s e  methods# 
although useful in determining Urn threshold of the «otise reaponee# 
cannot be aueeessfully applied to ths analysis of only the visual 
apparatus# This has been demonstrated by Burtt and Cattos (1959) who 
showed in elcctropbysiologioal studios of the optic systems of various
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insect# thet the threshold for movement peroeption by the eye itself 
ess well belew idiat previous behevioursl worksre has suggested# Burtt 
and Cattoa showed that previous msasuxee of visual eeulty wers in 
foot measures of the threshold of the optomotor rsapcmee and not of ths 
aotual visual acuity of the eye#
The upper limit of the ept^dnetio response is elossly linked 
with the onset of the fast phase and ths two must therefore be consider­
ed together# At drum epeede well below the flicker fusion frequency 
of ths crabs’ eyes# the optokinstic movement of the eye no longer main­
tains its linear relation to the stimulus throughout the slow phaee* 
there is a marked increase in the lag between the eye and the drum during 
the last portion of the slow phase# and a consequent delqy of the fast 
phase (figure 31 )p It has been suggested that ths fast phase is oentrally 
initiated by a mechanism which is triggered by a critical frequency of 
nerve impulses in the oculomotor nerve# At different speeds of ths eye 
movement# the fast phase always occurs at the same angular deflection 
of the eyeodp# However# in other know slow muscle systems of Crustacea 
the relative speed of muscular contraction is governed by the frequsney 
of the impulses in the motor axons# The critical frequency of nervous 
discharge in ths oculomotor nerve of Caroinus at whioh the fast phase 
odeurs must therefore be different for different speeds of eye movement#
otherwise the angular deflectlcn of the eye could not be the same# This
»alteration of ths frsqusnoy threshold could be performed by the visual 
feedback mechanism# Reduction of the stimulus by raising the drum ^peed 
or blinding one eye# raises the threshold of the onset of the fast phase 
and delays it, A position will be reached where the slow phase is still
l2o
oarsied out# but tha oaooesary fraqua&cgr to trigger tha fast phaaa 
ie eat so hi*^ by the visiiaX iiqmt that it is never attained, Ths 
upper limit ef the respozise is therefoqre governed in part by the onset 
of ths fast phase beoauee at vezy high drum speeds vhicdi are above 
flieker fusion there will be no response at all#
g*tloa IT
BÉrtmntimi nf m riaml fimlA
Th# ability of tha aye# ef arthezx^oda to zefl^ omd to atationaxy 
objecta in their visual field has not been satisfactorily demonstrated 
by previous eocters. In eye which is presented with a
moving visual field does not move if the other eye is presented with a 
stationary visual field, Maqy esperimsnts show^ however# that ths 
stationary environment is dominant only when the eye presented with it 
amkes the incipient movemwnt caused by the visual isq>ut to ths other eye, 
Prsventien this small movement# by elewping ths eye to the carapaee# 
effectively blinds ths eye and the stqtiooary environment no Isngwr 
dominates the moving one, dpontansoos movements of the eye of the seme 
shplitude# speed# end general form# are therefore adquate to allow vision 
of a stationary visual field. That tremor movements of the eye are 
visually sigttifioant is shown by the partial suppression ot these wve* 
msnts when the eye is surrounded by a contrasting visual field,
%re tremor is not unkown in Arthropods and has been reported to occur 
in ^bdons and HûSBÊiiL (Waternan 1961 )« It has been suggested
that eye trsmmr in these above animsls may improve fom-visico or in­
crease the perslstenoe of visual iiaages as in human eyes (Waterman 196l)^ 
It has been suggested although it should be pointed out that the ecm* 
parisoms between oohpeumd eyes and vertebrate eyes are not alweys useful 
because they rely on different optical and control systame. Scanning 
movemsnts in locust hoppers# brought about by the animcls sweying from 
side to side on their legs# have boon found to be visually signlfloant# 
but this peering movement does not elicit optometer effects.
The Ineeot therefore either oanceXe out the optokinetio etimulue 
oeueed by ite own movemente or diaregerde it (lellece 1959). Although 
work CD the optokinetio reeponeee of the locust ie being done (Thorsen 
unpubllehed) the poeeiblitj of trenw movemente of ineeot heads end 
their Importsnoe to vision has been overlooked by Heiohardt and others 
in their work on the optomotor responses of ineeote. In all their 
experiments the ineeote* beads were immovably fixed to the thorax, 
before optomotor tests were made#
Nerve units whioh respond to stationery objects in the visual field, 
have been reoorded in the optic lobe of deoiq>oda (Waterman sod Viersma 
1963), These units, called sustaining units, normally fire in response 
to an increase of intensity of photio stimulation* They will also respond 
if a white card is placed in front of the qyes after they have been 
looking at a blaok environment* It would be of interest to know whether 
tide type of unit would cease to respond to stationary objects if the 
stalked qye of the animal was fastened to the oarapaoe and unable to 
oarzy out shy email movemente* There is also the possiblity that this 
unit was responding to the increase in reflected light from the white 
card.
scQtlop y
IfcwMbla ocBDownd mwrn and thm function of tt. ortoklMtle r#«Donmm.
The ooapouDd *y#m of most arthropods art movahls with rwXatism 
to tha body sogmwit whioh bsars ths looomotowy ^^pocdagas# Xh iassots 
ths whole head is novabls and in ths orustaoea idisrs ths head is fused 
to ths thorax the eyes ars thsmsslvss movable with relation to ths rest 
of ths body# MgË&gt fosnss a nstabls exception to this fsnsralisationx 
but ths optomotor responses of the Chslieeratss does not seem to have 
been investigated# Optokinstie nystagmus is a oharaoteristlo regions# 
in all ths arthrepeds in which ths eyes# or head and eyes# can move 
relative to ths body# even though tbs oomplets. response with slow and 
fast phases is never normally elioited# Slow and fast ays movwsmnts 
do met occur in actively turning decapods but not in insects#
The functional advantage of movable eye systMS is net clear# It 
cannot be argued that they serve to extend ths field of view because 
in mspy crustaoeans with movable eyes tbs oomeal surface is distributed 
around ths eye so as to provide the animal with almost all roumd vision# 
Ha Rnuiiiw tb» movwble ayes ars thought to enable ths animal
to gauge ths distmmoe of its pxvgr before striidmg# Ths ayes of SsûiiÀlÊL 
can be olearly seen to point directly towards the prey and appear te 
fixate on it# This immediately implies that ths central of ths eye 
movsmwit sxplcys a servo-mechanimm instead of ths feedback leap system 
of Carciaus. Aoeurate msasuremsnts cf ths eye mevemsnts of ShUiUlL 
have mot been mi^# lleetrophysiologioal recordings from ths eyes ef 
dquilla (Sohiff# 1963) have shown that Hmj rsspsod <xUy to small move­
ments in ths visual field and not to staticnazy abjects# Inxt the tech-
nique# e#pl<^ed ty Sohlff depended on the eye being held still* In 
the deompods# dr emetic eye movement# like those shomi by Squill# have 
not been observed, and to deompodm, the edvsntege of movable ^es may 
lie solely in the perception of still objects in the visual field*
Gonjkrol and stabilisation of a movable visual system is essential 
and the eyes oen movements must be distinguished from the environmental 
movements, Standard propriooeptlve monitorii% systems are perhaps un* 
suitable tor the flexible eyeoup joints Of the deoapoda, and experiments 
on Caroinua. and other Crustaoea (SohOne 1952), suggest that the eye 
movements of the deoapods are visually controlled by the optdkinetie 
response which corrects spontaneous slow movements of the eyes. Visual 
control of the head and eye movements has not been demonstrated for insects 
and experitments suggest that self initiated movements of insects do not 
produce an optokinetic response. Thus a visual feedback mechanism of 
the sort envisaged for cogld not function* Hair plates in the
neck region of sons inaeots (Nittelstaedt, 1957) monitor the head move­
ments, and could also serve to control the eye movements, but the sig­
nificance of optokinetic nystagmus with slow and fast phases still reamins 
obscure, Experiments^ in which the head and eyes of insects are forced to 
one side or the other in front of a stationa%y visual field could prove 
to be interesting.
Other explanations for the function of the optokinetic response have 
suggested that they are useful for maintaining a straight course when an 
animal loses a leg and causes assymetry of appendages, (Hughes 1958), but 
this would be of little advantage to the animal^/h dark.
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Siirtion n
— tiw, tuntlfl» aa« tb» prlnotoil
Crabs fini avivai thair «yaa «round rapiéJjr and than fallav 19 
aloaly with thair bodiaa ahila making a apontauaoua tuxn (MJikgnaf 
1956)# In doing ao thagr obay oonditioma idiloh agraa «Ith tha main 
faaturaa of tha optokinatia raaponaa* Tha initial voluntary «y# 
movamant la rapid and ita movamant ralativa to tha anvironmoat nmgr 
ba taa faat to atimuleta visual raoaptora, althou^ as in tha oaaa 
of tha intaraating raflaxas, thara ougr ba soma aantral inhibition of 
tha optokinatia ragponaa# During tha suhaaquant bo4y movamant tha 
optokinetic rulaa are obayad^ but blindad orabs mava thair qyaoupa 
in almost tha same aaanar and baba va as if they ara not blind^
(Mjkgmaf 1956)# 2tm slight inpairmant of tha aya movamahta in tha 
blind animais suggests that tha sy# movamsnts ara visually oomtrollad# 
although not initiatod by <^tokinstla stimuli* Tha faat phase and tha 
slov phaaa ora clearly centrally initiatad in aotivaly turning animals
(Di^cgrMf 1956).
Tbs M s t n d  Initlatioa of ttao #j# mowmmnt* im oraka durios sotioo 
tundng vas ragardad by Dijkgraaf to eroluda tha possibility that thasa 
eya movamant# aara oauaad by self induaad aptakimatio affaots# Hoaavar 
soma crab ays movamsnts» such as tha eartanaion of an eya after ratraation» 
are initiatad by the anisml and apparently causa the optokioatio raapanae# 
This contradicts the principa&s of tha raafférenoa theory and it ia 
suggastad that tha eya movamauta of crabs during active tuming may 
prevent self stimulation in tha abasiioa of a owtrml neural mechanism» 
proposed by tha raafferanoa thacay» ahioh prevents self stimulation in
n o
the inaeots# Tha head and eyas of inaacta do not ahov ooapenaatoay 
movamamta during activa turning# Craba abicb bava been blinded for 
a long tiae still show ay# novananta during active turning» so that if 
tha eye movemanta are initially leamt they are not *forgottM* by 
the rénovai of the normally reinforcing visual input# The neural 
maohaaiana involved in the production of these mcvacants cannot be 
understood until eleetrophysiological recordings are made from intact 
and unrestrained animals#
Crabs W&ioh move aideeays and do not turn» generally heap thair 
eyas stationaxy relative to the carapace» and if thay do mote them 
(Bathe 1897#)» the movemanta do not inoluda slew and faat phases ehioh 
are characteristio #f ^tokinetioally produced ays movemanta# Tha 
abaenea of optokinatia movements in aideeays walking crabs can be 
cjq^lainad by the différentiation of tha senaitivitias of the various 
areas of the cornea to mevemamt# Aqmrimanta have shown that the 
outside halvas of tha eyas must be stimulated by stripes moving in 
tha aasm relative direction before ^tokinetio xystageua will occur#
Tha fact that a vertically striped sheet drawn straight aorcaa in front 
of a crab has no affect» also suggests that tha affective angle 
aceaptanoa of the cmmatidia is limited#
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SgffMrtffM 4th
The s3Q)ex4iaental •vidtnoa for tha leak of prapriooaptlva oontrol 
of ay# movamant in tha corab la atadlar to that for vartabrataa# fia 
mmomala# tandon orgcma (Tbaar and Sbarringtoa 1910) and muaola aplndlaa 
(Cillfflbaria 1910» Cacyar and Daniel, 19^9» Msrrilaaa» Sunderland and 
Hbjbow, 1950) have bean raportad^ xha praaanoa of thaaa proprlocaptiva 
naohaniama aaa at first daniad baoauaa of tha lack of axparimantal 
avidenaa# No cogplate explanation for tha function of the sa pro» 
priooaptiva organa has bean supplied» and although similar musela 
spindles era found to ba asaoaiatM with two neurone reflex area in tha 
limbs of mammals» no stratoh raflexea have yet bean demonstrated in the 
mmmmaliam ayes.
Similarly tha investigations on Cruataoaan ayes suggest that thara 
ara no proprioceptive xaeohsnisms involved» and nor have thay been re» 
vealed by histalogioal taahniquas# If they ara disoovarad it will ba 
eùq^&Uy difficult to ax%)laln thair function satisfactorily.
Tha neural mach^nisms involved in tha slow and fast phases of 
optokinetic qyatagmua appear to ba exactly simihr in both mamnela and 
Crustacea. Tha slow inorsasa in tha fraquanqy of nerve impulsas» during 
the alow phase of optokinatio nystagmus ia foUeaad by the onset of tha 
fast phaaa in the cot (McIntyre 1939)*
This parallel may ba misleading in view of the basic diffaranoa 
batwaan the inervation of vertebrate and invartebrata musclas, in 
inoraasad rata of contrsctiw of vertebrate muscle ia brought about by 
tha reeruitmant of muscle units by additional nerve fibres, and not by 
the increased frequency of nerve impulses in a few motor axons#
/2fl
A ajrstM of smising the thrashoXd of tlui ffaquency sonsitivi aaohaniim, 
and thus oo^ponsatlng for faster eye movetasnt» does not have to he 
postulated for msmmels# In both groups of «mimais it remains to be 
seen exmotly ehat external or internal stimulus triggers the fast 
phase# Xh the ersb it has not been possible to distinguish between the 
afferent supply to the oeatral meohsnissy and the efferent iqpul.ses» as 
likely stiflaiü for initiating the fast yetum phase# Antidromio 
stimulation of the motor fibres, if it were possible, would distinguish 
between these two theories# In tim rabbit there is evldmooe that 
afferent trains of impulses to the brain are taken intoseoount, beoause 
slow forward and fast return phases of c^tokinetio pystagmus are produced 
by stimulation of the optie tract# Moreover electrical stimulatlco» 
«Qpplied together with optokinetic stimuli, hastens am the onset of the 
fast phase regardless of the direction of the aovweat of the drum#
It is probable that stimulation of either-way»movement receptor units 
in the optic tract is the effective stimulus# Alternatively, the thresh* 
old of the fast phase trigger megr be lowered by increasing the visual 
input, as postulated for the m%b# Similar stimulaticn of the optic tract 
in crabs leads to the retraction of the eye and a more delicate approach 
to the mechanism in the brain is necessary# The only marked similarity 
between the optWdnetio res  ^onses of crabs azid mammals, is the gradual 
increase of the frequency in the oculomotor nerve during the slow phase 
of optckimetlc nystagmus# It would be interesting to show that the same 
neural mechanism was esplcyed in both groiq)s of animals for the production 
of the fast phase, especially as different types of control «yetsms are 
used by the eyes in following moving visual fields#
; -
Spiloxu»
Tfas eleetropbysiologioflüL analysis of the movenents of the oraba 
ays has proved to bo an interesting and fruitful topic, but the prepar­
ation has not jet been fuUj oiqploited. Experiments which take into 
aooount the influence of the statoojsts on postural alterations of the 
eje, the effect of stimulating either eje with the striped visual fields 
moving at different speeds, the effeot of a slowlj oscillating visual 
field, and maqj other aspects, may well throw light on the mechanism of 
central control#
1. The eyes of the oreb Cerclous follow with constentlj Inoreeeing leg 
the movement of m horizontally rotating (bat not a linearly translated) 
visual field during the slow phase at optokinetic nystagmus. The differ» 
enoe between the eye speed and the drum speed is the effective stiimilus 
for optokinetic nystagmus, and the response bears a constant relation to 
the sticBulus over four orders of magnitude. The lower limit of the response 
is due to the breakdown of neuromuscular, and not visual mechanisms. At 
high drum speeds the fast phase is delayed, but the upper limit of the slow 
phase is oaused b7 the failure of the visual mechanism.
2. An overall feedback mechamiam exists in which the movement of the eye 
reduces the apparent movement of the druaw The control of the eye movement 
is by way of visual cues and proprioceptors play no part.
3. A seeing eye, provided with the appropriate visual atimulua, will drive 
the other eye if the latter sees no oontrastii^ objects in ita visual field 
or is blinded. Clamping an eye so that it cannot move relative to a 
stationary, contrasting visual field has the same effect as surrounding the 
animal with a blank field.
4# The rapid return phase of optokinetic nystagmus also takes no\ account 
of proprioceptors,but seems to be triggered when the efferent impulses to 
the eye muscles reach a definite frequency. Blinding one eye or increasing 
the drum speed cause a del^ of the fast phase. Both eyes flick back 
simultaneously and tha impulses in the oculomotor nerve which cause the slow 
phase are inhibited during the faat phase.
Ill
t
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% 5. The fast protective re traction of the eje into It# aooket ie e
 ^ reflex vhioh can be elicited by mechanical stimulât ion of a single
 ^ sensory hair# The eyes can retract independently and if retraction occurs
! during the slow phase of optokinetic nystagmus, the efferent impulses in 
the oculomotor nerve of the retracting side are centrally suppressed#
Peripheral inhibition of the optokinetic response occurs in the retracted
iteye when ire# is retained in its socket after retraction while the other 
eye continues with the slow |hase of optokinetic nystagmus#
6e Movement of the eye relative to ita environment seems to be ea^tial 
for visual perception of a contrasting field of view# Small tremor move­
ment) of the eye when surrounded by a blank Visual field are suppressed when 
the animal ia surrounded hy a contrasting visual field#
7# A comparison reveals similarities in the mechanism causing the onset 
of the fast phase of optokinetic nyatagcais in the crab and in mammals#
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